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ABSTRACT

International students enter Canada to attend postsecondary educational

institutions prirnarily for quality of education and the value of degree or certification in

the global labour market. Considering the labour shortage and population decline Canada

is facing in the near future, both provincial and federal goverïrments are focusing on

retention of locally trained intemational students. This study examines the settlement

intentions of international students upon cornpletion of their post-secondary education.

Utilizing both social capital framework and critical race theory, I investigate influence of

social capital and perceptions of discrimination and racism in settlernent decisions of

post-secondary intemational students in Manitoba. A survey is utilized to collect data

from a representative sample of international students aged 18 years or older of either sex

who are currently attending post-secondary institutions in Winnipeg. Data are analysed

using both qualitative and quantitative methods. Principle component factor analyses are

performed to create indices of social capital and perceptions of racism and

discrimination. Neighbourhood social capital is identified as an important predictor of

settlement, while perceptions of discrimination and racism do not largely affect their

settlement decisions. Employment is considered as an important motivating factor of their

settlement strategy. Future prospects of the study are highlighted.
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CH APTER 1; IÀIIR O DU CTI ON

Every year, students around the world come to Canada to attend various

post-secondary institutions. In2006, 67,703 students entered Canada on student

visas which account for neariy one quarter of all temporary migrants in the

country (Citizenship and Immigration Canada,2007). Over half of international

students (52%) come from Asian countries such as China, Taiwary Hong Kong,

Korea, Japan and India, with the rest from France, United States, Mexico,
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Figure 1.L: International Students'Arrivals in Canada
Source: Citizenship and immigration Canada (2007)
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Germany, United Kingdom, BraziI and Colombia. The highest numbers of

international students select Ontario or British Columbia (Citizenship and

Immigration Canada, 2007). Figure 1.1 represents the trends of arrival of

international sfudents by provinces.

Migration to Manitoba to obtain post-secondary education had remained

steady over the past decade.In2006, Manitoba received nearly 1,500 students,

with just over 80% residing in Winnipeg (Citizenship and Immigration Canada,

2007). Figure 1.2 outiines international students' flows in Winnipeg and the

province of Manitoba.
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Ofteru students coming to Canada on study permits attend post-secondary

instilutions as a route for future immigration to Canada or (sometimes) the

United States. Others come with the intention of returning to their home

country upon completion of post-secondary education (Mahroum, 2000). For

many international students, settlement decisions change as their stay in

Canada increases. What we do not know is how many students intend to stay

and what their motivations are for remaining post graduation.

More recently, Canada, foilowing the lead from Australia, has taken

interest in encouraging internationai students to settle here permanently. The

rationale is that international students are trained in Canada so they have the

necessary experience to enter into the Canadian labour market. International

students can also he1p, in a small way, to temper the inevitable population

decline that this country faces in the near future. Manitoba, along with other

provincial and federal governments, has recently developed new legislation to

make permanent residency easier for international students. With the

introduction of the Canadian Experience Class by Citizenship and Immigration

Canada in July 2008, greater numbers of international students are expected to

settle in Canada permanently. The International Student Stream of the Manitoba

Provincial Nomination Program (MPNP) is specially developed for post-

secondary international students and their families to encourage them to
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become permanent residents of the province (Manitoba Labour and

Immigration,2007). The province also offers information sessions on a regular

basis to assist international students with their questions about the International

Sludent Stream. This research on settlement intentions of international students

in Manitoba can provide insight on whether changing immigration policies are

helping international students to make their settlement decisions.

This study consists of two studies. Using the survey, I conducted for the

Immigration and Multiculturalism Division of Manitoba Labour and

Immigration and an additional data I collected from additional respondents as

part of the thesis research, the present study examines the factors that influence

international students' decisions to come to Canada to attain post-secondary

education and their fulure settlement intentions upon graduation. By using

critical race theory and a social capital framework, the study helps in better

understanding of permanent settlement intentions and future labour market

trajectories of these international students. In next few paragraphs, the technical

terms of the study are discussed followed by the research questions and

hypotheses.

Definition of Terms

Intemøtionøl students refer to foreign students who are neither Canadian
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citizens nor Permanent Residents (landed immigrant) of Canada. They require

student authorization from the government to study at Canadian post-secondary

institutions and to stay in Canada (Citizenship and Immigration Canada,2009).

International students are sometimes referred to as foreign students in this study.

The Mønitobø Proainciøl Nominøtion Progrøm (MPNP) is a settlement

program offered by the province of Manitoba (Manitoba Labour and

Immigration, 2009). The program is intended to attract skilled workers who

have the training, work experience and language ability to work in the province

and make positive contributions to the economy. There are two streams for

prospective immigrants to apply: the General Stream and Priority Assessment

Stream (Manitoba Labour and Immigratiory 2009). Assessment in the General

Stream is based on applicant's age, educatiory work experience, official

language proficiency and adaptability. The Priorify Assessment Stream

incorporates the Employer Direct Stream, International Student Stream, Family

Support System, Communify Support Stream and Strategic Recruitment

Initiative. Prospective foreign students may apply for permanent residency

status through the priority assessment stream.

Tlhe Internøtionøl Student Streøm is a priority assessment stream in the

MPNP. International students graduating from post-secondary institutions in
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Manitoba are eligible to apply for nomination under this stream. International

sfudents from other provinces may also aPPly for a nomination through this

stream, under certain conditions (Manitoba Labour and ImmigratioO 2009)'

Thte CønødiønExperience Cløss is a settlement program recently

introduced by Citizenship and.Immigration Canada' This new category allows

post-secondary international students and temporary foreign workers to apply

permanent residence status from within Canada. Unlike the Skilled Worker or

Provincial Nominee programs, the Canadian Experience Class does not use a

'points system' (Citizenship and Immigration Canada,2009)' The program

considers the work experience or level of education of an applicant who is

already living in Canada. An international student applicant must complete at

least two years of post-secondary education and have a year of work experience

(gained after graduation) to apply for permanent residence status through the

Canadian Experience Class (Citizenship and Immigration Canada, 2009). This

immigration class is developed to encourage skilled workers and international

students to stay in Canada permanently and contribute to the Canadian

economy.
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Reseørch Questions

Scholars have rarely given serious attention to issues of international

students, particularly the factors motivating their decision to come to Canada

and future settlement intentions (Agarwal and Winkler,1985; Camerory 2006;

Chen and Barnett, 2000; Cownie and Addis on, 1.996; Hodges and Welch , 1992;

Popadiuk and Arthur,2004; Yang et al., 2006;Zhao et a1.,2005). None have

examined the influence of social capital and perceptions of racism and

discrimination in the settlement intentions of international post-secondary

students which is the objective of the present study.

This thesis addresses the following research questions:

1.. What are the factors that motivate international students to come to

Canada to pursue post-secondary education?

2. To what extent does social capital influence the future settlement

intentions of international sfudents?

3. To what extent do perceptions of discrimination and racism influence

settlement intentions of international students?

The thesis is organized around five chapters. The study focuses on social

capital framework and critical race theory as the theoretical basis of this

empirical investigation which is discussed in the next chapter. This chapter also
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highlights existing literature related to the study. Chapter 3 outlines the

methodology of this study. The discussion of research results follows in Chapter

4.FinalIy, conclusions are drawn by summarizing the major findings of the study

and its future scope for research in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2: SOCIAL CAPITAL, CRITICAL RACE TTIEORY AND REWEW OF

LTTERAruRE ON INTERNA TI ONAL S ruDE^rIS

Social capital and critical race theory have taken prominence in studies

on immigrants, particularly visible minorities (Bankston,2004; Colemary 1994;

Dika and Singh, 2002; Field, 2003; Halpern, 2005; Israel et al., 2001;Kao, 2004;

TayIor,1.998). Social capital not only enjoys popularity in academic researcþ but

the Canadian government has aiso identified it as a priority for social policy

(Voyer, 2004). Despite its popularify, however, social capital remains a

controversial concept. It is evident that social capitai has weaknesses and

strengths which are discussed in greater detail in this chapter. For this thesis,

Coleman and Portes' notions of social capital are used to develop a framework

that can be used to understand how social capital networks may influence

permanent settlement decisions of international students. In additiory critical

race theory is used to examine how perceptions of racism and discrimination

affect the settlement-decision-making processes of international students.

The purpose of the chapter is to critically review some of the existing

research, examine how social capital and critical race theories can be

conceptualized and discuss important research on international students. This
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review serves as a basis for the operationalization of social capital framework

and critical race theory that is discussed in Chapter 3.

S o ciøI C øpitøl Fr ømezu ork

Social capital is an elusive concept and its precise definition has not yet to

be achieved. In the late seventies, Loury (1977, 7981), an economisf re-

introduced the term social capital to refer to the resources that are inherent in a

community or a family. A more systematic and widely accepted definition of

social capital was first offered by Pierre Bourdieu (Portes, 7998). Bourdieu (1985)

defines social capital in terms of a network of social relationships that facilitate

or benefit members in a group environment. This network helps produce

economic capital, but only under certain conditions. For instance, an immigrant

who works in a friend's grocery store utilizes community social capital to gain a

job and receive earnings. During the late 1980s, james Coleman offered a more

refined definition of social capital as:

... constitut(inþ ø pørticulør kind of resource øuniløble to

øn øctor. Social cøpitøl is definedby its function.It is not ø

single entity but ø aøriety of different entities, with trtso

elements in common: they all consist of some øspect of

sociøl structures ønd they føcilitøte certøin øctions of øctors

- whether perslns or corporøte øctors - within the

structure. (1988: S98)
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The structural aspect of social capital refers to relationships among social

actors. A network of friends can be considered as social capital where number of

friends belonging to the network (referring to quantity) and structure and

nelwork (how the closely friends are connected with others) are important. The

structure of the network may serve certain functions such as encouraging

academic performance. For example, friends may help each other doing

homework or motivate each other to participate in class discussions. The

structural and functional aspects of social capital are observable within families,

neighbourhood communities and relationships among coworkers.

Social scientists began utilizing the concept on a wider scale decades after

it was first introduced. Portes (2000), one of the proponents using social capital

in migration researclç views social capital both at individual and communily

level. At the individual level, social capital refers to ties between individuals

and their communities resulting in personal benefit. For example, a graduate

student who belongs to an academic community may get a job being referred by

a professor (who is also a member of a same academic community). At a group

level, social capital implies the benefit of ties manifested in a group or

community. A group that has members with various socio-economic status

benefits from more socially powerful and economically advantageous members

for the prosperity of the group. Despite its popularify, Portes' notion of sociai
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capital has been criticized (Dika and Singh ,2002; Israel et al', 2001)' Some

scholars argue that social capital is a group resource accessible only to members

of the group or community (Israel et a1., 2007, Astone et a1., 2004). This

represents a problem with unit of analysis especially when researchers treat

social capital as an individuai levei concept instead of a group or community

level concept. In other words, individual-level influences cannot be separated

from community-ievel influences leading to tautological problems. In order to

avoid the tautological problems associated with social capital, Portes suggests a

distinction of resources from the "ability to obtain them by virtue of

membership in different social structures" (Portes, 1998:5). Portes suggests that

the problem lies in equating social capital with resources acquired through it.

The distinction between the two is expiicit in Bourdieu's study and obscured in

Coleman's analysis. Leads to similar reasoning as social capital cannot be both a

resource and an outcome.

Nan Lin offers a relatively more inclusive definition of social capital.

According to him, social capital is an "investment and use of embedded

resources in social relations for expected returns" (Lín,2000: 786)'He (2000:786,

2001) focuses on "social resources" that individuals, groups, or communities can

access or use. He conceives social capital both at a structural levei (identified as

the accessibilify of social capital from network of relationships) and at a
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functional level (defined as utilization of social capital capitalizing on structure

of networks) (Lirç 2001). The structural aspect of social capital facilitates the

functional aspect in benefitting members of a group. For example, close

connections within the structure of group members build trust and as a resul¡

members become more supportive of each other. Furthermore, Lin believes that

social capital is not equally accessibie to all members of a group or a

community. Socio-economic standing in a sociefy piays an important role in the

degree of access to group resources (Lin, 2000). For example, members of a

social group with low socio-economic status may have access to social networks

that are poorer in resources. This gives them access to less powerful forms of

social capital. Similarly, "resource-rich" networks offer both greater quality of

resources and a larger variety (Lin, 2000:787). As a resuit, individuals from

resource-rich networks have access to a wider variety of information and have

the power to influence diverse socio-economic groups compared to those

belonging to resource-poor networks.

For most social scientists, social capital is one form of non-material

capital, which exists in the relationships among individuals in a group

(Coleman,'J.990;1,994). Social capital is not limited to certain groups of people. It

is available to people from all privileged and less powerful classes in society

(Coleman, 7988; Field, 2003). People who are not privileged may be better able
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to mobilize resources or make use of a large number of resources to achieve thir

goal. For example, micro-enterprise groups of women and examples of strong

and well connected large networks where networks are very effective in helping

them get loans and run business. However, as discussed above, the quality and

quantity of these networks determines the outcomes.

Researchers are now refining the concept, identifying various sub-

components, in an effort to create a more inclusive definition of social capital.

Consequently, social capital incorporates obligations, expectations and

trustworthiness, norms of reciprocity, bounded solidarity and information

channels inherent in social groups (Colemary 1988;7990; Portes, 7998). Their

coliective contribution to reframing the concept has gained some support in the

research community even though confusion remains. These sub-elements of

social capital are discussed below.

In a group environment, networks of relationships encourage people to

help other group members. This generates certain expectations and obligations

among group members (Colemary 1988). Supporting group members creates

expectations in return. Expectations set the level of obligations; higher

expectation result in higher obligations among group members (Colemarç 7994).

Expectations and obligations are also associated with trustworthiness (Colemary
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1,994). Lack of trustworthiness in a group negatively affects social capital among

its members and its ability to facilitate actions beneficial for group members

(Colemarç 1.994; Portes, 1,998).In general, social capital depends on expectations,

obligations, and trustworthiness within any group.

'Norms' are another component of social capital. Norms encourage

particular lypes of behaviour and restrict others (Coleman, 1988). For example,

norms in a family that provide rewards for high achievement in school may

encourage individuals to work harder and may result in good grades. Similarly,

firing an employee for starting work late on a regular basis may teach a lesson to

other employees who come to work late occasionally.

Norms of reciprocity refer to the uniformity of rules and regulations of a

group that members are expected to follow. Members of a group are bounded

by those group-norms which benefit other group members through their

membership in the group. Solidarity in a group as a source of social capital is

referred to as bounded solidarity. Furthermore, networks of social relations

facilitate in developing information channels that make certain actions possible

for the individuals (Coleman, 1.988; L990). The information, shared among the

group members, requires certain obligations in exchange.
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Whether in family or in communify, social capital plays an important role

in facilitating productive actions of individuals. Community resources are a

crucial determinant in this regard. Social capital within a communily may allow

members to access other members'economic and human capital' For example,

university sludents have access to academic resources of their professors as well

as university resources. If their professors are highly connected, they too

become a valuable resource especially when students look for work or advance

to higher sfudy. Students also receive valuable information about various

awards and employment opportunities from these Sources' However, the

qualify and quantify of social capital depends inherently upon the structure of a

communily and nature of relationships among its members' Both qualitative

(nature of relationships) and quantitative (structure) aspects of communify

social capital nelworks such as neighbourhood, peer group and workplace

social capital networks may significantly infiuence international post-secondary

students. Both quantitative and qualitative aspect of a family social capital is

applicable for international students. International students living far from their

parents and siblings are unable to take advantage of receiving financial

assistance from immediate family members. However, they still may receive

financial and emotional support iiving far from their families. Some

international students financially support their families back home. Living far
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from families and in a new country may increase the ties that international

students have with communiry members in canada and they may tend to rean
on them for support in the absence of their other nefwori<s.

Limitøtions of SociøI Cøpitøt Frømeutork

Research based on social capital suffers from three generai weaknesses.

First' there is lack of clarily in the conceptua iizationand operationalization of
sociar capitar and this causes disagreements among schorars and creates

inconsistency in its appiication' The most troubling issue is that the definition of
social capital varies from one to another schorar. The result is a disjointed
concept with no widery accepted operationar indicators. Because of the
definitional concerns' there is also a considerabre debate about whether or not
social capital can be considered a unified theory. As a resurt, no unified theory
of social capital has emerged. The theorization and concepfua rizattonof social
capitar requires additional research for comprete deveropment of the concept.

A second weakness is the tendency for many sfudies to create a tautorogy
by combining the definition of sociar capitai with its functions (colemary lggs).
For example, a study may report that immigrants find jobs more quickry
compared to others when academic quaiifications are controlred. The sfudy may
also find that immigrants are offered jobs by ethnic community members who
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own businesses. The explanation is that the ethnic community provides jobs and

it is also a source of social capital needed to find a job. In short, it is a source of

social capital and an outcome of social capital. As a result, the reasoning is

circular and it ignores the complexities of community relationships.

The third weakness is that most studies define social capital positively.

Such definitions prevent the possibility of studying negative impacts of social

capital (Kilbride, 2000; Pufnam, 2000; Aguilera, 2003). Gangs would be one

example of a source of negative social capital. Networks of relationships among

gang members are similar to other supportive communities (such as an

academic community) in many respects which have overall ill effects to a

society. Because there is a preponderance of research on positive aspects of

social capital, its negative consequences are largely ignored.

The purpose of this study is neither to criticise how social capital is

conceptualized and operationalized in social science research nor to focus on

other weaknesses of sociai capital.

While social capital is important in understanding how relationships may

influence settlement intentions, it is unable to account for racism and

discrimination effects. Critical Race Theory is used in the study to explain

experiences of discrimination and racism.
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Røcism ønd Its Forms

Racism broadly refers to an ideology implying a natural superiorify of

the dominant culture or racial group and inferiority of another cultural or racial

group (Fleras and Elliot, 2007;Li,1999;2001). The notion of racism is deeply

rooted in the hierarchy of superiority which is changing in nature (Essed 2004;

Reitz and Breton,1994). Social scientists categorize racism into several discrete

forms including individual racism, institutional racism, subtle racism,

systematic racism and most recently, democratic racism. The term democratic

racism was introduced by Frances Henry and Carol Tator (1.994) in the mid-

1990s. They define democratic racism as an ideology in which both racist and

modern democratic values such as fairness, justice and equality coexist.

Democratic racism is mainly articulated in a hidden or covert manner which is

neariy invisible and very difficult to detect or punish. However, it exists in the

racist ideology of everyday lives, opinions and feeling of individuals in

democratic societies. This form of racism is most predominant in Canada and is

a central topic in much survey research.

Racism is embedded in the prejudiced attitude and behaviour of

individuals over other racialized groups (Henry et al., 2006). At the individual

level, racism implies that the attifudes, beliefs and opinions of individuals are
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shaped by their feelings of superiorily in values, customs and norms over other

racial groups (Henry et al., 2006).Individual racism can be direct or overt while

democratic institutional and systematic racism are indirect or unconscious.

Psychologists view individual racism as an outcome of deviant personality

which is associated with the socio-economic stalus of individuals (Ngo,2006).

However, sociologists disagree on this point (Dunk, 1998; Reeves, 1983). The

individual forms of racism are more of an overt manifestation of verbal or

physical discrimination according to sociologists. An example from a highly

popularized incident in the New Brunswick Legislature illustrates the

individual form of racism. Several MLAs reportedly referred to MLA Brad

Green (of Maliseet descent) as "Tonto" and made several references to him

living in a teepee and criticising his right to hunt out of season. The comments

of the MLAs are not based on any solid evidence rather it is embedded in

prejudiced attitudes towards Aboriginal populations. Generalization of certain

racialízed groups based on the feelings of superiorily embedded within a larger

ideology of racism. These racist comments are regularly made against several

ethnic minorities in Canada. Most famously, former Prime Minister J Chretien

was referred to Filipino MP and Cabinet Minister Ray Pagtakhen as "looking a

bit Chinese" while on a trade mission to China.
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Racism is also observed in the policies and practices of social instilutions

such as education, media and justice, which is referred to as systemic racism

(Henry et al' 2006). Henry and her colleagues (2006) state that systemic racism

results in the unequal distribution of social, political, or economic rewards and

resources among racial SrouPS. Systemic racism in its covert form is difficult to

detect. This is a kind of racism, critical race theory has intended to identify.

Criticøl Røce Theory

Critical race theory deveioped in the 1970s by Black American scholars to

oPpose the continuation of racialization of non-white groups in the United

States. Flowever, the theory has been largely confined to legal scholarship

(Wilkinson,2003). Canadian social scientists have only started to utilize this

theory recentiy. Critical race theory is intended to reveal how race operates in

subtle forms in the legal system and social institutions (Aylwar d,,l9gg). Critical

race theorists argue that considerable changes in organizations of a sociefy are

necessary in order to uproot discrimination and racism prevalent in social

institutions (Wilkinsorç 2003). More recently, critical race theory is used to

describe how racism and discrimination affect the academic performance of

racialized groups in the United States (Parker and Lynn, Z})2;Smith-Maddox

and Solórzano,2002; Solórzano and yosso, 2002).
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Matsuda (1.991,:1331) views critical race theory as a complex theoretical

movement "toward the elimination of racism and as part of a larger goal of

eliminating all forms of subordinaLion". Critical race theory is developed along

a number of dominant themes (Matsuda, 7996). First, racism is considered a

social fact, manifested in instilutional policies and practices of a society that is

designed to create diversity and eliminate discrimination benefitting white

people (Matsuda, 1996; Wilkinson,2003). Second, critical race theorists move

beyond just the systematic analysis of existing legal rights to see how the legal

system contributes to unconscious and democratic form of racism in a society

(Ayiward, 1.999; Matsuda, 1,996). This is an example of systemic and subtle

forms of democratic racism that faciiitate subordination of racialized groups as

more predominanf damaging and lasting than the individual form of racism.

Third, critical race theorists call for a deconstruction of the "colour-blind"

approach of laws to challenge the "neutrality "and"objeclvity" of law that

facilitates oppression of people of colour (Aylward,'J.999:34). Such

deconstruction of legal rules, principles and policies is designed to confront

subtle forms of discrimination perpetuated by the legal system. Fourthu

contextualizing the event and a "storytelliÍrg" oÍ "narrative" approach are

suggested by critical race theorists to measure racial discrimination (Aylward,

7999:35). The story-teliing techniques allow the lawyers and others to narrate
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the experiences of racism and oppression in a way that has not been done in the

past. The final premise of critical race methodology is reconstruction as an

alternative to the existing doctrine. In other words, institutional policies,

practices and procedures need to be reformed in away that no longer benefits

single privileged group (Taylor, 1998).

A few Canadian scholars have written about the influence of race and

racism on Canadian law in since early 1.990s. Lewis defines racism in the judicial

context as:

... an attitude in the judicial decision-making process

which assumes that inherent superiority of the values

of the dominant cultural/racial group and the

concomitant inferiorify of another cultural/racial

group. The issues of racism is fundamentally about

power of the mass and the shared value system; the

power to shape reality in accordance with one's

values; the power to give voice to or to siience the

diversify of others; the power to rewrite history and

to develop legislation which meets the socioeconomic

imperatives of the majorify. (799a:75)

Thornhill (7994) suggests that the Canadian legal system needs to be

changed significantly in order to address racism and discrimination within it.

These critical race scholars focus on deconstruction of legal rules and

reconstruction of the principle and policies from a critical race PersPective.
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Aylward (1999) gives an example of a situation where critical race theory was

used in Canada for the first time in defense of the case of a young African-

Canadian boy, R.D.S. (Supreme Court of Canada , 1997, cf . Alywar d, 1"999).

While returning from the grandparents' house, R.D.S. saw a police officer

arresting his cousin. R.D.S. asked the white poiice officers the circumstances of

his cousin's arrest and whether he should call his aunt. After an alleged

confrontatiory the police officers took him into custody along with his cousin. In

Youth Court, R.D.S. was charged for verbally assaulting the police officer and

pushing him with his bicycle (Alyward, 1999). Eventually, the case moved from

the Youth Court through the Provincial Appellate Courts and ultimately, after 3

yearï the case was resolved in the Supreme Court of Canada where R.D.S. was

absoived from all the charges against him. The basis of the Supreme Court's

judgment in favour of R.D.S. was framed around critical race theory, especially

considering social context of the case such as prevaience of racism in Canadian

societies and in that particular community.

In the R.D.S. case, racism and discrimination is evident in the context of

the interaction between the white justice and policing employees (police officers

and court officials) and the non-white group in the predominantly Black

neighbourhood of Nova Scotia. The narrative approach allows the lawyers

representing the case of R.D.S to "teIl the story" of the racial antagonism
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between the police and the Black community at that location at the time of

encounter (Alyward, 1999: 85).

Limitøtions of Criticøl Røce Theory

Critical race theory is a complex and multifaceted theoretical movement

which is often criticized as being too cynical and conspiratorial (Taylor,1,998).

The basic assumptions of critical race theory and its assumption of continued

subordination of racialized groups, particularly Blacks, are excessively negative.

In addition, critical race theory is difficult to argue and to prove that this type of

racism occurs given the obscure nature of this lype of racism. The use of the

theory is relatively new in the Canadian socio-legal context and is rarely used or

cited even in legal articles. Some lawyers may be reluctant to examine the racial

implications of particular cases because of their complexity and many of them

are reluctant to take advantage of critical race litigation (Wilkinson, 2003).

Measuring racism and discrimination is a complex process considering

the limited time and resources available to complete the study. F{ence,

perceptions of racism and discrimination are considered instead of racism and

discrimination. Subtle forms of racism prevalent in post-secondary educational

institutions are examined utilizing a series of ordinai level close-ended

questions (See list of items in Appendix I). The premise of the critical race theory
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is used as a tool to predict future settlement intentions of internationai students

in the study. "Narrative" and "story-te11ing" approaches in critical race theory

are used to contextualize international students' experiences of racism and

discrimination with their intentions to stay upon completion of post-secondary

education. Open-ended questions are asked for this purpose to obtain better

information. This is not a "perfect" *uy to measure this type of racism but does

assist me in gauging their experiences, if any, in their settlement process.

Studies on Internøtionøl Students

Although international students form a significant portion of the

temporary migrant population in Canad a, a very few studies have examined

their motivations to attend school abroad and post-graduation settlement

intentions (Agarwal and Winkler, 7985; Cameron, 2006; Chen and Barne tt,2000;

Cownie and Addison, 1996; Hodges and welch,'J.992; Myles and Chen g, 2003;

Popadiuk and Arthur,2004; Yang et al., 2006; Zhao et al., 200s). Furthermore,

the majority of these studies are based on research conducted in the United

States. Scholars document many reasons why foreign education is attractive.

High quality of education, reputation of post-secondary institutions, availability

of financial support and many other social factors motivate international

students to move to foreign countries to attend post-secondary institutions
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(Barber and Morgan,1987; Chen and Barnett,2000; Chirkov et al., 2007;

Harmary 2003).

Many international students are motivated by the reputation of the post-

secondary institution and the qualify of education it offers (Chirkov et a1., 2007).

Gender also contributes to a differential in motivations of international sludents

(Chen and Barnett, 2000). Females place greater emphasis on gender-equity in

the countries where they wish to pursue their post-secondary education

(Agarwal and Winkler,1985; Solmon and Young,1,987) while male students

value the reputation of the educational instifution and financial support more

than any other factors (Barber and Morgan,1987; Chen and Barnett, 2000).

Research on gender issues also reveals that women are under-represented and

men are over-represented in the international student cohort (Wright, 7997).

Nalural science and engineering students seeking graduate degrees are attracted

to technologically advanced countries with better laboratory facilities as they are

concerned about the quality of educational facilities (Barber and Morgan, 7987).

Availability of financial support from host countries is also identified as

one of the most important motivations for international students (Barber and

Morgary 7987; Chen and Barnett, 2000). Financial supports include scholarships,

stipends, bursaries and government funding. A distribution of financial support
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among international students varies by their level of study. In a study, Harman

(2003) reports that a majorily of foreign graduate students (52%) secure financial

support before registering in academic programs. The amount of financial

support received by international students depends upon their previous

academic achievements, previous work experience, resources available at the

university and funding available by professors (Barber and Morgan,1.987). A

small number of the graduate students and a majority of undergraduate

students lack adequate research supports and experience financiai problems.

Upon arrival, international students face a variety of problems in a new

environment in a new country. One of the most significant challenges identified

by researchers is a language barrier (Kim, 2006). Difficulties with the language

of the host country affect the integration of international students in the

mainstream society both academically and socialiy (Cownie and Addisoru 7996;

Ramburuth and McCormick,200'1,; Yang et al., 2006). other challenges include

adjusting with the new educational system, perceptions of discrimination and

racism, dietary changes and locating affordable accommodation (Frey and

Roysircar, 2006; Lin and Yi,7997). Evidence suggests that international students

who share a common language, similar cultural norms and demographic

characteristics with the host country are less likely to experience serious

academic problems (Popadiuk and Arthur,2004). FIowever, self-determination
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to study abroad (in this case, Canada) often facilitates faster adjustment of

international students (Chirkov et a1., 2007).

Regardless of their pre-arrival motivations and post-arrival experience,

many international students come to Canada as a route for future settlement or

use their Canadian education to relocate to other countries, mainly to the United

States (Mahroum, 2000). Others come with the intention of returning to their

home country to work. A study conducted in the United States reports that

irrespective of their original intentions, a considerable number of international

students eventually settle in the countries where they undertake their post-

secondary education (Finn, 1997), A study in Northern California reveals simiiar

findings. Nearly one in three international students settles in the same state

where they attained their postsecondary credentials (ACTEAM,lggg), A study

involving Ph.D. students from an Australian universify documents similar

findings (Harman, 2003). Canada is beginning to recognize this phenomenon

and has introduced the Canadian Experience Class in July 2008. This stream of

ímmigration is intended to make the process of permanent settlement easier for

international sludents already living in the country. However, scholars have not

widely examined this phenomenon in Canada.
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In general, studies on social capital in education focus primarily on the

academic performance of students irrespective of their age, gender, ethnic origin

and other socio-demographic characteristics (Colemary 1988; Driessery 2007;

Fulgini, 7997; Israel and Beaulieu,2004;Kao,2004; Neri and Ville, 2008). For

example, Coleman (1988) utilizes social capital as a means of enhancing

accumulation of human capital but not among immigrants. A majority of the

studies on social capital and facilitalion of academic achievements focus either

on high school students or on young adults. In a recent sfudy on the influence of

social capital in the development of human capital among international students

from Australian universities, scholars observe that it is not associated with

better academic performance but is related to increased well-being of the

students (Neri and Ville, 2008). Agairç sociai capital in family, school and

community significantly affect the academic achievement of high school

students (Israel et a1., 2001.; Israel and Beauiieu,2004).In this study, the

influence of social capital is examined in settlement intentions of international

sludents in Canada to see if the trends observed in the United States (Finn, 1.997;

Harmon, 2003) are similar.

International students' experiences of discrimination and racism are

significantly reviewed in the studies conducted in the United States (Frey and

Roysircar, 2006; Klomegah,2006; Lee and Rice,2007; Spencer-Rodgers, 2001).
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Students enrolled in post-secondary institutions often report that they

experience subtle forms of racism during their studies (Lee and Rice, 2007).

Some students perceive cultural and verbal discrimination. For example, in a

study conducted in the United States, Lee and Rice (2007) observe that

international students attending US universities have reported verbal assaults.

Students from Middle East and Asian are the most affected by this form of

racism. Another recent study on international students documents how their

perceptions of the country deciine due to their experiences of discrimination

and racism (Spencer-Rodgers, 2001). Those experiencing racism are less likely to

enjoy living in the United States. Furthermore, the literafure on university

students suggests that international students experience more seríous alienation

and feel left out compared to American-born students (Klomegah, 2006).

Academic work in critical race theory is beginning to generate interest in

sociology and education in Canadian literature (Calliste and Sefa Dei, 2000). In a

study on teaching practices, Schick (2002) describes how racism and

discrimination are sustained in the operation of post-secondary educational

institutions. According to her, even the mandatory multiculturalism course

requirements appear to support discriminatory practices at universities. This is

evidenced by the criticisms of the students registered in the course. For example,

some of the white students criticize the course because they are "f.otced" to take
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it. Some feel the course is not necessary because they feel racism does not exist

or they are convinced it will never be an issue in their classes. Others feel that

they are white and they cannot have an objective discussion about race.

International students are attracted to post-secondary instifutions outside

their country due to the pursuit of better employment in the global market, the

quality of education it offers, and the lower cost of education. The students wish

to settle in the area near their post-secondary institution. However, settlement

intentions of these students depend on several factors including their networks,

availability of jobs and other social factors. Literature on international students

shows that most of the studies are conducted in the United States. Studies on

international students in Canada are rare and more than 10 years old. A social

capital framework helps in understanding how network of relationships affect

future settlement decisions of international students. Simitarly, critical race

theory is expected to shed some light on the context. The next chapter outlines

the methodology of the study.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY

This chapter discusses hypothesis, data collection, sampling methods the

LIM survey and the thesis survey, mode of administration, sample criteria,

sample characteristics, operationalization of variables, limitations of the study,

data analysis and ethical considerations for this research.

The following hypotheses are tested in this study:

H1. Students select Canada mainly because of the high qualify of post-

secondary education.

H2. International students with greater availabilily of social capital are

more likely to stay in Canada after graduation.

H3. Perceptions of discrimination and racism have a negative influence in

the settlement intentions of international students.

Ha. Employment opportunities related to academic field positively

influence future settlement intentions of international students.

Døtø Source

The data collection method for the thesis was conducted in two phases.

In March 2008,I was contracted by Immigration and Multiculturalism Division

of the Labour and Immigration Manitoba (LIM) to conduct a sfudy entitled
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"Immigrøtion ønd Settlement Intentions of Post-Secondary Internøtional Students in

Manitobø". The survey conducted for LIM has three main objectives. Firsf it

identifies factors that influence international students' decisions to come to

Manitoba as post-secondary students. second, the survey examines

international students' decisions to work and settle in Manitoba upon

completion of their post-secondary education. Third, it assesses the depth of

international students' knowledge of the provincial immigration programs. I

continued this work for my master's thesis with permission from LIM. The

sample for the LIM project, n: 29, is too small to conduct a meaningful statistical

analyses. The idea for the thesis was to increase the sample size to 60

international students. As a result, in phase iI, I pooled the thesis respondents

with the LIM study participants to create a final sample of 60 respondents.

Undertaking the same techniques and survey procedures, I have interviewed

additional 31 respondents to provide a sample that is large enough to

accommodate some simple scale development and a multivariate analysis.

Statistical tests are conducted to examine whether respondents of the LIM

survey are similar to the respondents of the present survey. One of these sets of

samples will be weighted in case a statistically significant difference is found.
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Sømpling Method of the LIM Suraey ønd the Thesis Suruey

In the LIM survey and thesis research, international students are recruited

by using a combination of canvassing, respondent-driven sampling method and

key stakeholder-referral (Figure 3.L and Figure 3.2). The recruitment table (Table

3.1) reflects the details of recruitment process.

Table 3.L: Recruitment of International Students

Part I: Study for LIM Number of Part II: Study for thesis
respondents resPondents

Number of

Referral by agency

Respondent Driven

Sampling

Sub-total

5

24

Poster

Referral by agency

2

J

29 Respondent Driven Sampling 26

Sub-total 31

TOTAL

Respondents for the study are obtained using a non-probability sampling

technique, namely key informants, canvassing and respondent-driven sampling.

Non-probability sampling is the most feasible method of generating a sample

because there are no list detailing international post-secondary students in

Manitoba, their backgrounds or their contact information from which a random

sample can be drawn. A situation such as this is one in which non-probability

sampling routinely occurs (Babbie, 2007; Ber g, 2001). Respondent-driven

sampling (RDS), is a recent development in sampling methodology, and is the

60
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pfimary selection method used. for selecting respondents for this study' This

sampling method is based on the premise that peers are better able to locate and

recruit other members of a hidden population (Heckathorn, 1997,2002), more so

than outside researchers and support workers. Respondent-driven sampling

combines a modified form of chain-refettal, or snowball, sampling, with a

mathematical system for weighting the sample to compensate for its not having

been d.rawn as a simple random sample (Heckathorn,2002)' This sampling

procedure is primarily used in consideration of cost and time (quicker and

easier) than other methods currently in use (Abdul-Quader et aI.,2006; Salganik

and Heckathorry 2004).The limitations of non-probabitity sampling including

respondent-d.riven sampling and its implication for data analysis are discussed

later.

Initially, a key informant, International Centre for Students (ICS) at the

University of Manitoba, put me in contact with a few international students by

providing names and contact information of three international sludents

studying at Fort Gury Campus of University of Manitoba. The internationai

students are contacted via telephone to set up an interview at a jointly

convenient location and time. Informants at University of Winnipeg and Red

River College did the same for Labour and Immigration Manitoba study

participants.
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posters were disptayed on the display board at the International Centre

for students (ics) and several other display boards at the university of

Manitoba to attract potential respondents. Pamphlets posted in these places

provide a brief description of the study, the sample requirements and contact

information of myself. Two post-secondary international students took interest

in the study seeing pamphlets. Others are referred by various agencies or by

fellow international students'

Most of the participants were recruited using the respondent-driven

sampling method. Once the respondents complete the survey they are asked for

the contact information of individuals they know, who meet the seiection

criteria and who might be interested in completing the survey.

Twenty-six international students currently enrolled at the University of

Manitoba are recruited for the study by using respondent driven sampling' The

recruitment process is performed in few waves. Three internationai students are

recruited using my personal contacts in wave one. These initial respondents are

asked to provide contact information of potential recruits uPon completion of

the interview and this process continues in successive waves until the desired

sample size is reached (Des Jar1ais,2007). More international students are

interviewed in wave three, four and five, respectively' This provides the
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researcher an access to a different pool of respondents for wave two of

recruitment than it could be attained by personal connections alone. Thus, the

basic assumption of the sampling method (if peer recruitment proceeds through

a sufficiently large number of waves, the composition of sample become more

stabilized, independent of the researcher from which recruitment begary and

thereby overcoming any bias the nonrandom choice of the researcher may have

introduced) are met (Heckathorn,7997). The ways in which respondents are

recruited are also recoded in diagrams (Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2).

The respondents for phase II of the sludy are subtly different from the

LIM survey. Unlike the LIM survey, only international students from the

University of Manitoba are contacted because we found no statistically

significant differences by the educational instilutions (Mandal and Wilkinsory

2008). The statistical methodology is also more complex for the thesis. Hence, I

performed factor analyses to develop scales of perceived discrimination and

racism and social capital. Finally, empirical data are interpreted using critical

race theory and social capital framework towards an analytical discussion

which was not part of the originai study. From now on, I refer to the sample in

singular terms as the respondents have been pooled into a single database for

analytical purposes.
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Figure 3.1: Process of Recruitment for the LIM Surwey
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Limitøtions of Sømpling Design

The greatest limitation of non-probability sampling stems from the

inabilily to generalize the findings from such a sample to the population of

interest (Babbie, 2007; Berg, 2001). Randomization is the basic assumption of

probabilily sampling where there is a known, equal chance that member of the

population will be selected into a sample (Das, 2005). Non-probability samples

are not random and it is generally assumed that a select subset of the population

has greater likelihood of being included in the sample. Selection bias may occur

for many reasons. For example, the individuals in the sample could be very

similar to each other in a number of potentially important ways. As a result,

data analysis from non-random samples negates a condition of statistical

procedure. Respondent-driven sampiing and key informant recruifment

methods risk generating a sample that is internally consistent but is not

representative of the wider community. Respondent driven sampling may lead

to the risk of not attaining enough variation in terms of fypes of responses could

be accumulated, owing to similar experiences and world views between

responses (Chaturvedi, 2005). For example, a respondent may give a resPonse

to a question about schooi experience. A close friend of that respondent, if

interviewed, may give a similar response. This may skew the data. Similarly, a

student who has not received much help from an instructor in a course may
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speak poorly of it. Those who are close to that Person, using their friend's

experience as a reference, may respond in similar ways. Researchers have little

power to prevent this type of bias (except through probability sampling)

because they have little or no control over who is recommended by respondents

(Fink, 7gg5b). To "correct" this type of error, the responses of the students from

wave three, four and five are given more "weight" in the statistical analysis than

those contacted in wave one and two to reduce the extent of error in the

sampling procedures. A weight of one was assigned to respondents recruited in

wave one. A weight of two was assigned to those recruited in wave 2, with

corresponding weights assigned to successive waves. There were five waves of

recruitment, meaning participants in wave 5 were assigned a weight of 5 points.

This weighting scheme does not solve all the problems associated with

respondent driven sampling (i.e,. it does not rid the sample of all biases),

however, it provides a more meaningful pool of students with differentiated

experiences than could be attained using snowball or convenience sampling

alone. Further, it allows me to conduct statistical analysis with an otherwise

non-probability sample.

The time difference between first and second set of interviews may affect

the responses acquired from study participants. This may lead to type I error

(Weisberg,2OOS). To reduce this error to some extent, the second set of students
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is contacted at a similar time of an academic year. As the first set of students

were contacted close to the end of the winter term in 2008, the second set of

students were contacted at the same time in 2009 winter term, similar periods in

the school year. A comparison between the results of the two sfudies ensures

that the data have similar values.

Mode of Administrøtiott and Suraey Instrument

Data are collected by using an interviewer-administered face-to-face

structured survey method. It includes a questionnaire comprising of both open-

ended and close-ended questions. Questions include motivations of coming to

Canada, Manitoba and Winnipeg, selection of post-secondary educational

institutions, future settlement intentions, perceptions of discrimination and

racism, availability of social capital and knowledge of various provincial

immigration programs. Information about academic performance, previous

work experience and academic performance are also gathered. Demographic

questions comprise of questions related to age, gender, ethnicity, marital status,

income, length of stay in Manitoba, level of study, period of arrival in Canada,

iiving arrangement, status of employment and language proficiency. Each

interview lasts an average of one hour and has been audio-taped to assist in

recording narrative responses. Interviews for this research are conducted in
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March-ApúL,2009; the LIM interviews are conducted in March 2008. A copy of

the questionnaire appears in Appendix I.

Sørnple Criteriø

Winnipeg is a logical geographical area for the provincial survey as over

80% of all international students arriving in the province iive in the city

(Citizenship and Immigration Canada,2007).Inclusion of international students

in the study rests on several criteria. Respondents are required to i) be full-time

international students ii) be sludying at a post-secondary institution iii) be aged

18 years and older of either sex, and iv) have working knowledge of spoken

English to participate in the interview process. Only one person per family can

participate in the study. Altogether 60 international students are interviewed for

the purpose of the study.

Limitøtions of Sømple

The study has certain limitations in its methodology which needed to be

discussed. Primarily, a small sample size may cause problems with

generalization since statistical significance is dependent on a larger sample size

(Weisberg, 2005). To reduce this problem to a certain extent, the P vaiue has

been set at 0.10 though this increases the chance of type II error (failing to reject
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Ho when it is true). The smaller sample size also leads to greater likelihood of

standardization error. This affects the ability of generalizing the research results.

S ømpl e Ch ør øcteristic s

A majorily of the sfudents (68%) are currently registered in

undergraduate level programs, while the rest are enrolled in graduate degree

programs specializing in Science, Arts, Medicine, or Engineering. Nearly two-

thirds (63%) of international students in the study are taking courses either in

the Facully of Arts or the Management Faculty. About 45% or respondents

enrolled in their academic program before September 2006; the remaining were

admitted later. A significant portion of international students (35'/ù believe that

their academic performance is very good and a few (22%) indicate average or

poor academic performance. Nearly half of the post-secondary sfudents (43%)

receive some financial support from their educational institutions to pursue

higher education. Half of the international students (50%) expect to graduate

and enter into the labour market by or before May 2010. The table (Tabte 4.1,.7)

of sample characteristics appear in chapter 4.

International students come from a number of different countries. About

one-quarter (25%) are from African countries, while (66%) are from Asian

countries. Nearly half of the respondents (48%) came to Canada before 2006.
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About one-quarter of internationai students (23%) are born prior to LgSL and

just over half of the students (59o/.) are male. A majorily of international

students (55%) earn iess than $10,000 per year. A significant number of

respondenß @2%) live with their roommates. The meary standard deviation and

range for each of the independent variables used in the analysis are given in

Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Mean, Standard Deviation and Range of Independent Variables

Independent Variables Mean Standard Range
deviation

Family and friends social capital

Neighbourhood social capital

Workplace social capital

Obligation and expectation

Perceptions of discrimination and racism

Most important reasons of coming to Canada

Program of study

Awareness of International Student Stream of MPNP 0.40 0.494

Expected graduation 0.50 0.504

1..02 0.770

0.50 0148

0.68 0.833

0.78 0.475

1..22 0.640

0.40 0.494

0.63 0.485

0-2

0-2

0-1

0-1

0-2

0-1

0-1

0-1

0-1

O p er øti on øliz øti on o f V øri øbles

The main dependent variable, settlement intentions of international

students and the main independent variables including social capital and

perceptions of discrimination and racism are operationalized.

Operationalization of other independent variables such as country of origiry
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primary motivations for coming to Canada, program of study, expected

graduation and awareness of International student Stream in MpNp are

discussed afterwards.

D ep en dent V øri øb I e : S ettl em ent Intenti ons

"Settlement intentions" of post-secondary international students is the

main dependent variabie in the present study. Three close-ended questions are

asked to examine the settlement intentions of international students and are

measured at three different levels: settlement intentions in Winnipeg, within

Manitoba and within Canada (refer to the coding in Table 3.3). Responses are

recorded into three categories: stay, Ieave and undecided. Alt the responses are

scored from 0 to 2 in the order of negative towards positive settlement

intentions. A preliminary factor analysis is conducted to create a new variable to

combine settlement intentions into a single measure. The initial factor analysis

for three items clearly demonstrates this solution would not be factorable (pett

et al., 2003)1. As a result, each item is treated by examining separate modeis.

Open-ended questions are also asked to learn more details about reasons of

international students' settlement intentions and these responses are analyzed to

provide a context to the results.

t 
The Keyser-meyer-olkin Measure of sampllng Adequacy (KMo) is unacceptably low (.599).
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Table 3.3: Measurement of International Students' Settlement Intentions

Area Stay Leave"undecided"

Winnipeg

Manitoba

Canada

0

0

0

7

1

1

2

2

2

Settlement Intentions 6: Intend
to stay

3: "IJndecided" 0: "Intend
to leave"

In d ep en dent V øri øbl e : S o ci øl C øp it øl

Social capital implies gaining benefits from a nelwork of relationships

that results in productive activities for racialized groups (Coleman, 1994;

Teachman et a1., 1997). Several questions are asked to measure networks of

relationships, obligation and expectation, trust and information channels as

elements of social capital. Respondents are informed about their expectations of

help from their family, friends, neighbours and coworkers, whether they receive

support from expected sources, whether they feel obligated to return the help,

whether they trust their network of relationships and whether they receive

information from their network of relationships. Questions appear in the social

capital section of the survey questionnaire (appendix I, question 31,-39(b),41,

43(a) and 49).
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Several items regarding family and friends social capital nefworks,

workplace social capital networks, neighbourhood social capital networks and

obligation and expectation are included using principle component factor

analyses. Information channelsz and trust3 are excluded from the analysis

because they produce an unsatisfactory result in factor analysis.

Initial factor analyses for a social capital factor used all 21 survey items

(see Appendix I: question 3L and 35). The diagnostics from the analyses

demonstrate this solution is not factorable (Pett et aL,200z)a. To create a

'factorable' solutiory it is necessary to reduce items in the dependent variable.

In order to improve the factor model, the items that were weakly

correlated with other items were removed (Pett et a1., 2003). In the analysis,

items whose highest correlations with another item were 0.3 or less were

removeds. Based on these criteria, a two-factor solution was created. For the first

2 The variable, information channels, seeks to measure from responses about international students,
source of knowledge of Manitoba Provincial Nominee Program and the lnternational Student Stream of
MPNP. Almost all the international students identify network of friends as the primary source of
information, while others are uninformed about provincial immigration policies. The addition of this
indicator results in skewness and kurtosis.
3 

A question (Do you trust people who try to help you?) is asked to respondents to measure their trust.
Almost all the respondents (98%) report that they trust people who try to help them; so it had to be
excluded from the analysis.
o The KMO is close to a marginal level (.619). The Bartlett's coefficient is significant indicating the sample
size is large enough to conduct a factor analysis.
s 

Tabachnick and Fidell (2001) also advises items with correlation of 0.3 or lower are not useful for factor
analysis, as the low correlations are early indicators of items that are unlikely to cluster with other items
on factor loadings.
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factor, L6 items6 were removed because of lack of content validity. The

remaining itemsT measured the expected and obtained support from networks

of relationships from family and friends. The KMO was improved reasonably to

.798 witin a significant Bartlett's coefficient and a factor explaining 58.87% of the

variances. Items were loading higher than 0.68 on the factor (Comrey and Lee,

1992)'. Table 3.4 represents the factor loadings from the component matrix. A

Cronbach's alpha score of 0.825 for the five items confirms the internal cohesion

of the items. An index of the items is created and utilized as an independent

variable, called family and friends social capital network in the analysis.

Table 3.4: Factor Loadings of Family and Friends Social Capital Network

Items Factor 1

Expected support from immediate family (question 31.i)

Expected support from friends (question 31.iii)

Expected support from ethnic friends (question 31.iv)

Obtained support from immediate family (question 35.i)

Obtained support from friends (question 35.iii)

0.842

0.684

0.763

0.709

0.826

u ltems not related to the expected and obtained support from immediate family and friends are

removed to create a factor.
t 

The five items such as question 31(i), 31(iii), 3l(iv), 35(i) and 35(iii) are considered to obtain one factor.
See Appendix L
8 Extraction method in use is Principal Component Analysis.
s According to Comrey and Lee {tgg}),loadings higher than O.7t are excellent, loadings lower than 0.63

are considered very good, loadings lower than 0.55 are considered fair and items with loadings lower
than 0.32 should be removed from the factor as they do not explain a sufficient amount of the variance

for that factor.
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The factor is recoded and respondents are assigned into one of three

categories based on their responses to five questions. The categories are labelled

as "Low" , "Medium" arrd "H:igl;t" rates of access to family and friends social

capital networkslO. Respondents belonging to "Low" category score befween 1"

and 15. The "Medium" category consists of respondents scoring in the range of

16-20. The "High" category includes respondents scoring between 21, and25. A

majority of the sfudents (43%) have moderate levels of social capital networks

compared to 30% of having high rates of the social capital network.

A factor of workplace social capital networks is also created. Altogether,

5 itemsll load on a single factorlz. The loadings are excellent on this factor (see

Table 3.5). The Cronbach's alpha is 0.916. An index of workplace social capital

networks is devised to use an independent variable in the following analysis.

The factor, "workpLace social capitai networks", is recoded into two

categories: "Low Workplace Social Capital" and "High Workplace Social

to 
Categories namely "Low", "Medium" and "High" are valued as 0, J. and 2 respectively. Extraction

method is Principal Component Analysis and single factor is extracted.
11 

Five ltems on the workplace social capital are used to create a factor. These items include question
31(vi), 31(vii), 31(viii), 35(vii) and 35(viii). See Appendix L
t'The 

KMO appears as .749 with a significant Bartlett's coefficient, and a factor explaining 75.27% of rhe
variance.
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Capital"ta. Over three-fourths of study participants (78%) have no or low rates

of workplace social capital.

Table 3.5: Factor Loadings of Workplace Social Capital Network

Items Factor L

Expected support from coworkers (question 31.vi)

Expected support from ethnic coworkers (question 31.vii)

Expected support from non-visible minority coworkers (question 31.viii)

Obtained support from ethnic coworkers (question 35.vii)

Obtained support from non-visible minority coworkers (question 35.viii)

0.937

0.819

0.840

0.832

0.91.1.

A factor of neighbourhood social capital networks is devised with 5

itemsla which results in a lwo-factor solutionls (see Table 3.6). Factor L is utilized

for the study. The reliability testló is performed to confirm internai cohesiveness

of the items and further to create an index.

Factor 1, "neighbourhood social capital networks", includes three

categoriesi "Low", "Medium" aÍrd "}{.igh" availability of neighbourhood social

capital networkslT. Scores of respondents in the range of 1-5 (low), 6-15

1' 
Respondents scored between 1 and 10 belong to the first category and respondents scored between

lL and 25 belong to the second category.
to ltems used to create a factor of neighbourhood social capital include question 31(ix),31(x), 31(xi),
35(v) and 35(vi). See Appendix l.
tt 

The KMO for which is .639, with significant Bartlett's coefficient. Extraction method in use is Principal
Component Analysis and two components are extracted. All the variables are loading on the first factor
explaining 61,.3I% of the variance.
16 

Cronbach's Alpha score is 0.840.
77 "Low", "Medium" and "High" categories are valued as 0, 1- and 2, respectively.
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(medium) and'1.6-25 (high). Nearly two-thirds (65%) have low levels of

neighbourhood social capital compared to 75% with high access. Factor 2 is not

used in any analysis.

Table 3.6: Factor Loadings of Neighbourhood Social Capital Network

ltems Factor L Factor 2

Expected support from neighbours (question 31.ix) 0.796 0.577

Expected support from ethnic minority neighbours 0.760 -0.522
(question 31.x)

Expected support from non-visible minority neighbours 0'944 -0'082

(question 31.xi)

Obtained support from ethnic neighbours (question 35.v) 0.276 0.615

Obtained support from non-visible minority neighbours 0.810 -0.424
(question 35.vi)

A factorls on obligation and expectation is created using two survey items

(see Table 3.7). An index of obligation and expectation is devised as an element

of social capital.

The factor "Obligation and expectation" includes two categories: "Low"

and "High" levels of obligation and expectationle. Just over three-fourths of

ttThe 
KMO of the factor is.873 explaining87.29%of the variance; the Bartlett's coefficient is significant.

Principal Component Analysis is conducted as an extraction method. A component is extracted.
Cronbach's Alpha score is 0.845.
tt "Low' and "High" level of obligation and expectation are valued as 0 and 1 respectively.
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international students (78%) have high rates of obligation and expectation from

their network of relationships.

Table 3.7: Factor Loadings of obligation and Expectation Social Capital

Items Factor L

Do you think you are obliged to persons
who have helped you?

Can people who have helped you expect
help from you?

0.934

0.934

Independent Vøriøble: Perceptions of Discriminøtion ønd Røcism

Discrimination based on race is a socially constructed phenomenorL

referring to a system of exercising power over others based on natural

superiority of race or colour (Henry et a1., 2006).Existing literature suggests that

discrimination and racism play a role in the lives of many international students

(Lee and Rice, 2007). However, it is difficult to measure the subtle forms of

racism and discrimination that may exist in academic institutions. In prior

research (Klomegah, 2006) on settlement intentions of international students,

perceptions of discrimination and racism are documented as an influencing

factor and I have attempted to do the same in this study.

Respondents are asked a number of questions about their perceptions of

peers' and instructots' discriminatory and racist behaviour at post-secondary
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instifutions. Respondents expressed their feelings about whether their

instructors treat them fatrly, whether their instructors treat all the students

equally, whether their classmates respect their ethnic identity and whether they

feel comfortable expressing their opinion in classes (question no. 10(a): see

appendix I). An open-ended question such as "Tell me more about your

experiences of discrimination and racism" is also asked to measure internationai

students' perceptions of discrimination and racism from a qualitative standpoint

(Question no. 10.b: see appendix I) and are used to provide context to the study.

Table 3.8: Factor Loadings of Perceptions of Discrimination and Racism

Items Factor 1 Factor 2

\¡vhether respondent receives fair treatments from 0.g32 -0.06g
instructors (Question 1 0.a.ii)

Whether instructor treats all students equally 0.799 -0.260
(Question i0.a.iii)

Whether respondent gets extra help from instructors 0.772 -0.39g
(Question 10.a.iv)

Whether instructor offers extra help to all students 0.749 -0.504
(Question 10.a.v)

whether respondent feels comfortable expressing 0.6gg 0.0s5
opinions in class (Question 10.a.vi)

Whether respondent gets differentiated treatment 0.685 0.547
for the accent by instructors (Question 10.a.viii)

Whether respondent feels like an outsider at post- 0153 0.129
secondary institutions (Question 10.a.x)

\¡Vhether respondents feel to be disrespected by 0.775 0.S0g
classmates for having different ethnic identity
(Question 10.a.xii)
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To create a measure of perceptions of discrimination and racism, another

factor analysis is conducted. Artogether, g items2' comprise a fwo-factor

solution2l. Table 3.8 indicates the factor loadings from the component matrix. As

most of the variables are loading on the factor 1, it is used in this analysis2z.

The index was recoded into three categoriesz3. The first category (Low)

involves international sfudents who perceive none or little discrimination and

racism' The next category (Medium) includes the students with low perceptions

of discrimination and racism. Respondents perceiving medium to very high

levels of discrimination and racism are included in the ,,High,, 
category. over

half of respondents (53%) have low perceptions of discrimination and racism

while 35% of them have moderate perceptions.

Other Vøriøbles

other independent variabres include country of origiry primary

motivations for coming to Canada, program of study, expected graduation and

awareness of International student Stream in MPNP. Scholars have used a

number of the above-mentioned indicators in studies on international students

20 
Quest¡on 1o(a)ii, 10(a)iii, 10(a)iv, 1o(a)v, 10(a)vi, 10(a)viii, 10(a)x and t-0(a)xii are considered ro createthe perceptions of discrimination and racism factor (see Appendix l).

" The KMo ('759) is slightly decreased. However, the Bartlett's coefficient is significant, and the factorsexplaining 69'68% of the variance. Principal component Analysis is used for extraction of components
and two factors are extracted.
22 

cronbach's.alpha score for the eight items confirming internal cohesion of the items is .gg5.
Lategones ¡ncrude "low", "Medium" and "High,,and are valued as 0, L and 2 respectively.
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and observed statistically significant relationships (ACTEAM, 1999; Barber and

Morgan, 1.987; Chen and Barnett,2000; Cownie and Addison,1,996; Lee and

Rice, 2007; Neri and Ville, 2008; Yang et a1., 2006).

Country of origin is an important independent variable of the study.

Respondents' countries of origin are recoded into dummy variable (0: Non-Asian

countries, 1 : Asian countries). The category "Non-Asian countries" consists of

international sfudents who move to Canada from Brazll, Kenya, Nigeria,

Table 3.9: Country of Origin of International Students by Level of Education

Undergraduate Level Graduate Level

Brazll
Bangladesh

China

India

Japan

Kenya

Korea

Malaysia

Nigeria

Tanzania

Zimbabwe

Bangladesh

China

Egypt

India

Iran

Italy

Korea

Nigeria

Ukraine

United Arab
Emirates

Tanzania, Zimbabwe,ItaIy,Irary United Arab Emirates, Egypt and Ukraine.

International students originated from Asian countries are included in the

category "Asian countries". Two-thirds (66%) of respondents have Asian origin.
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Table 3.9 reflects country of origin of internationai students by their level of

education.

Another variable, the primary motivations for coming to Canada, is

recoded into dummy variable (0: Other, 1 : High standard of post-secondary

education). "High standard of post-secondary education" consists of

respondents who primarily relocated to Canada for its high standard of the

post-secondary education. The category "Other" involves respondents who did

not consider high standard of Canadian post-secondary education as the highest

motivating factor for coming here. Nearly two-fifths (38%) chose post-secondary

education in Canada for its high standard of educational institutions.

Program of study (0: undergraduate level, 1 : Graduate revel) is an

important benchmark variable in the present study. Recent research suggests that

program of study and settlement intentions among individuals are related to each

other (Harmary 2003). The category "lJndergraduate level" includes those who

are seeking certificate, diploma and bachelor degrees. A majorify (69%) of

international students in this study are registered in undergraduate programs.

'Graduate level' consists of those who are enrolled in the master's or ph.D.

programs. The proportion of graduate and undergraduate students in Winnipeg

is reflected in the study, which was kept in mind during the recruitment of
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respondents.

The variable, expected graduation, is also examined in the literature related

to settlement intentions of international students (ACTEA M, Iggg). Expected

graduation is (0: Nearing graduation, 1 : Continuing student) is recorded into a

dummy variable. Respondents not expecting to graduate before May 2010 belong

to "Nearing graduation" category, while the ,,Continuing 
sfudent,, category

includes students graduating before May 2010. This sample is evenly balanced

between nearing graduates and continuing students.

The variable awareness of International Student Stream in MpNp is

dummy coded as 0: No, 1 : yes. The first category involves respondents who

are not aware of the program. The second category includes internationai

students who are aware about the immigration program. Three-fifths (60%) of

the students are aware of this immigration program offered by the province.

D øt ø Anøly si s T e chni que s

Three levels of data analysis are performed in the present study:

univariate, bivariate and multivariate, in addition to a factor analysis used to

constitute the indices discussed above. The univariate analysis describes the

distribution of the main independent and dependent variables. Bivariate analyses

are used to assess the influence of social capital, perceptions of discrimination and
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racism, level of education, gender, length of time in Canada and other main

independent variables on primary motivations of coming to Canada and post-

secondary settlement intentions of international students. Crosstabulations and

tests of significance, along with correlations, are performed. Multivariate analysis

such as multinomial regression is also attempted, even though the sample size is

very small. Unfortunately the results are not definite and will be discussed at the

end of Chapter 4.

Limitøtion in Døtø Anølysis Techniques

A small sample size means some tables need to be collapsed for analytical

reason and to maintain anonymity of respondents. Empty cells also affect the Chi-

square score, showing that a significant relationship exists between variables

while they are not statisticaliy significant. The sample size also contributes to the

failure of producing a reasonable multinomial regression model. As a resulç

assumption of random sampling method is violated in the study though

respondent driven sampling method is expected to mitigate that problem

somewhat. Finally, the sample is collected from Winnipeg area only. So, the

sample does not entirely represent international student population in Manitoba.
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Ethicøl Issues

Ethical issues such as consent of respondents and confidentialify of

responses are important aspects of any survey research. Respondents are aslced

to sign consent forms before starting the face-to-face interview process.

Completed questionnaires and consent forms are stored in a locked cabinet in

the office located at the university of Manitoba. All responses are kept

confidential and are only accessible to Dr Wilkinson and myseif. Responses are

not released to any third party including Labour and Immigration Manitoba.

Names of international sfudents are not used in analysing the data.

Pseudonyms are used for analysis purposes. No other identifying

characteristics are used in the survey questionnaire or reporting of the results.

Serial numbers are created for each survey only for identifying respondents

from one another and record keeping purposes. If the respondents are

interested to learn the results of the study, their names and email addresses are

collected to provide them with summaries of the results. In that case, the names

and email addresses of the respondents are collected on separate sheets and

stored in a secure locatiory separate from consent forms and completed survey

questionnaires.
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Interviews were audio-taped with the permission of respondents to keep

the original essence of the responses in the analysis and to aid in qualitative data

recoding. FIowever, the recorded conversations are destroyed upon completion

of the thesis project. There are no risks associated with the project and

respondents are not offered any remuneration for participating. The survey was

reviewed and approved by the Psychology/Sociology Research Ethics Board,

University of Manitoba, Manitoba.

The purpose of the study is to identify primary motivations of

international students in their selections of post-secondary in Canada. The main

objective is to examine the settlement intentions of international students upon

completion of post-secondary education. Furthermore, influences of social

capital, perceptions of discrimination and racism and available employment

opportunities are assessed in the settlement decisions. The next chapter

discusses the results of the analyses followed by a discussion of the results.
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CHAPTER 4: RESLLLTS,{ND DISCUSSION

"Mnny students wønt to come to Cnnndø. to fulfit their dreøm of coming to ø foreign
country and møny people just come with the expectøtion of høaing better liues... Some of
their dreøms come true once they attain their education ønd obtøin job reløted to their
field' others wlto don't get jobs in tlæir fietd (of study) øre either do odd jobs or forced
return to there home country after completion of (post-secondøry) ed.ucation. A pery few
people (internøtionøl students) return to their home country by choice. Does not møtter
whether we (internøtional students) øre treated bødty by the white people or n4t, we just
wønt to støy in here ønd eørn in dollars.,,

Emilohi, graduate student, University of Manitoba

This chapter discusses the characteristics of study participants,

motivations for their relocation to Canada, Manitoba and Winnipeg and factors

influencing their future settlement intentions.

Chørøcteristics of Study p ørticip ønts

It is important to know the characteristics of the study participants in

order to understand the results. Three-fourths of responden ts (7s%) attend post-

secondary education at the University of Manitoba. Figure 4.1.1 outiines the

distribution of students by post-secondary institutions.

Post-secondary institutions consider various factors before accepting or

funding foreign students (Johnson i,9gg;yang et ar.2006). one essential

admission criteria is official language proficiency. Most North American post-
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secondary institutions require high scores on stand ardized.English language

tests along with excellent academic background. High entrance requirements

often make international sfudents fearful about not obtaining admission. As an

outcome of this concern, half of the study participants (50%) applied to two or

more post-secondary instilutions in Canada in addition to the one they are

currently attending.

I neO River Coilege
Ø lJ niv ersiÍy of Win n ipeg
I University of Manitoba

Figure  .1.]l,: Post-secondary Institutions of study participants

Respondents admitted in undergraduate programs have different

characteristics than those in graduate programs. Table 4.1.1 outlines various

socio-demographic characteristics of international students by their program of

study' A majorify of the students (68%) are enrolled in undergraduate programs

and 69% of those ate25 years and younger. More undergraduate students (g6%)
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than graduate students (61%) are unmarried. Nearly three-fourths of the

undergraduate students (74%) are from Asian countries compared to 50%

graduate students.

Table 4.L.1.: Socio-Demographic Characteristics by Program of Study

Program of study

Under- Graduate
graduate

Gender: Male

Age: 25years and younger*

Marital status: Single*

Country of origin: Asian countries*

Time of arrival in Canada: Prior to fanuary 2006

Financial support from post-secondary institution*

Expected graduation: Before May 2010

Area of study: Arts or Management Faculty" Bgo/o

Perception of academic performance: Very good or excellent* 26%

s9%

69%

86%

74%

55%

24%

55%

61%

22%

610/o

50%

33%

22%

50%

89%

39o/"

* indicates statisticaliy significant relationships between the variables at P<0.10.

Undergraduate students (83%) are mainly admitted into the Arts or

Management faculties, while more graduate students (78%) are enrolled in

Science, Agriculture and Food Science, Medicine and Engineering faculties. Just

over one-fourth of undergraduate and one-half of graduate students rate their

current academic performance as very good or excellent. More graduate

students (90%) receive financial support from their post-secondary institutions
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than undergraduates Qa%). Most of the financial supports such as schoiarships,

fellowships, bursaries and awards are made available to students based on their

academic performance. Statistically significant relationships are found when

age, marital status, country of origin, area of study, academic performance and

financial support from post-secondary institution are considered by program of

sludy.

Regardless of their program of study, most study participants are full-time

sludents and enrolied in various academic programs. Figure 4.1.2 shows the

program of study of international students participating in the study. Nearly

two-thirds (60%) are enrolled in undergraduate programs. A small number of

respondents (72%) are registered in Ph.D. programs, whiie one-fifth (20%) ís

seeking masters' degrees.

I Certificate

QDiptoma
fl Bachelor degree

ffl Master's degree

[In prr. D. degree

Figure 4.1..2: Program of Sfudy of Participants
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Table 4.1.2hsts the specific degree program by level of study. One-third

(33%) study participants are attending degree program in Faculty of Arts and

another one-third (37%) are in Business.

Table 4.'l'.22 Academic specializations of International students

Graduate Program Undergraduate Program

Single Major Double Majors

Certificate or
Diploma

Biosystems
Engineering

Chemistry

Accounting

Business
Administration

Chemistry

Computer
Science

Economics

Global Political
Economy

Labour Studies

Marketing

Mathematics

Political
Studies
Social Work

Urban Studies

Anthropology
and Psychology

Bio-chemistry
and Biology

Criminology and
Political Studies

History and
Political Studies

Psychology and
Anthropology

Rhetoric and
Communication

Civil Engineering

Commerce/Industry
Sales Marketing

Green Space

Management

Civil Engineering

Community Heaith

Computer Science

Economics

Electrical
Engineering

Mathematics

Microbiology

Political Studies

Sociology

Statistics
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Pr e - Arria øl M o tia øti on f or c øn ødi øn p o st - s e c on d øry E du c øti on

Post-secondary education in foreign countries, particularly in developed

countries, is attractive to many students. euality of education, reputation,

alumni, availability of financial support and location of post-secondary

institution are the primary motivating factors to obtain foreign credentials for

many international students. This section outlines students' concerns before

their arrival.

Motivøtion for selecting cønødø to pursue Higher Eilucøtion

Figure 4'2'l shows the primary motivations of respondents to select post-

secondary instilutions in Canada. A majori$ ofthe international students (SS%)

choose Canada because of the high quality of education. Social considerations

such as social security, rate of crime and standard of living are important for

15% respondents, while the financial aspects of post-secondary education are

concern for 20% of them.
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! Quality of education

@ Reputation concerns

fl Financial concerns

$ Social concerns

Figure 4.2.T: Motivation for Selecting Canada for Post-Secondary Education

Table 4'2.1 shows gender differences in the international students,

motivations for choosing Canada to pursue higher education. More men (67%)

cite the quality of education as the primary reason for coming to Canada than

women (38%). Reputation of the educational institution was a concern for over

one in five females (21.%) and for 19% ormale participants. women (33%) are

more likely to have sociai concerns such as crime, freedom of speech and less

poilution than men (3%).
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Table 4.2.1: Motivation for Selecting Canada by Gender

Gender

Female Male
Total

Motivation for
selecting
Canada for
higher
education

Concerns of quality
of education

Financial concerns

Reputation
concerns

Social concerns

38%

8%

21%

33%

67%

1,1,%

1,9%

a6/
.J70

55%

70%

20%

15%

Total
1.00% 700o/" 1,00%

The relationship is statistically significant at p<0.01. Chi-Square: 11.315.

Scholars in the United States document similar findings in research

regarding selection of country for post-secondary study (Agarwal and Winkler,

1985; Chen and Barnett, 2000). They observe that men are highly concerned

about quality of education and reputation of institutiory while women prioritize

social concerns. Time of arrival in Canada or level of education did not have any

statistically significant relationship for selecting this country.

An open-ended question was asked to respondents to provide additional

details about their reasons to pursue post-secondary education in Canada. One

of the students reports, "I came to Canada because of better quality of Canadian

education and also I was thinking of going to some English speaking country...

and Canada perfectiy fitted in my expectation" (Giacobbe, graduate student,

University of Manitoba). Another international student remarks:
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Compøred to some other countries rike l-rs or Llnited
Kingdom, Cønadø ffirs high quøtity educøtional system
with ø relatiaely loz.o tuition fees. Cost of tiaing in Cønødø
is low as well comparing to Englønd... I will haue
opportunities to work here after grnduøting from school
(Jahed, undergraduate studenf University of
Winnipeg)

Many other international students have similar reasons for coming to

Canada' Reputation, for example, was a concern for Lalita. She maintains that,

"North American degrees are always good and have high values in the job

market through out the worrd... and I tike to buiid a good ftsture,,(Lalita,

graduate student, University of Manitoba).

International sfudents, irrespective of their continent of origin, report

financial considerations as one of the important reasons for coming to Canada.

A South Asian graduate sfudent states:

I cøme to Canødø becøuse I got feuowshþ onry from this
uniuersity. Beside, I rcnew my superaisor before coming
here - not personcttty though. Also, I knew thøt my
superaisor is a uery renowned scientist. oaer all, I wønted
to tølce ødaøntøge of getting better educøtionøl
opportunities in Canødø at the søme time usorking with a
a ery lcn owle d ge øble p er s 0 n. (Rabindra, Graduate
student, University of Manitoba)

There are other factors affecting international students' decisions to enroll

at post-secondary institutions in Canada. These include lower cost of living,
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fulfilling dream of living in a North American country and other personal

reasons. An Asian student, for example, reports:

I cøme to Cønadafirstly becnuse my pørents want me to
høae North Americøn degree. My score in GRE ,trøs aery
low for getting admission in IJS uniuersities; s0 my
parents send me lrcre. I høae to do whnteaer they want øs

they øre paying for my educøtion... with foreign edttcøtion,
I can høue uery good job in Chinø if I go bøck. I øm øIso
leørning English; ønd in Chinø, big companies loolc for
people who speøkbetter English... (ying, undergraduate
student, University of Manitoba)

High parental expectations also influence some international sludents to

move to Canada' Others fear discriminated, after the glll terrorist attacks in

United States. An African student notes:

My pørents gnae me two options: one is (schooling in)
south Afticø ønd second is (scrtooring in) Cønøda becøuse
they did not want to send me to lrnited støtes for the 91L1
incident.I choose Cønadøbecøuse standørd of educøtion
ønd liuing øre high in here ønd ønother reasnn is ,self_

discouery' staying før from pørents. Also, I høae friends
ønd reløtiaes in Can.adø. (Fasil, undergraduate studenf
Universify of Winnipeg)

Another Chinese undergraduate student remarks:

I cøme to Cønødø becøuse it høs a good educøtionar system.
Also, Cønødø hns friendly immigrøtion policies unlike
United Støtes ønd some Europeøn countries, Also, the way
of lrfe is aery relaxed in here. And, I øm ø city girt ønd
cities in Cønødø øre much more deaeloped becøuse Cønødø
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itself is a first-znorld country. (Ping, undergraduate
student University of Manitoba)

In short, quality of education and reputation of post-second,ary

institutions jointly play important roles in motivating international students to

relocate to Canada. Another important factor affecting international students'

decisions is the cost of receiving post-secondary ed,ucation. Costs of education

vary from one province to another and by post-secondary instifution. The next

section discusses international students' rationale for choosing Manitoba for

post-secondary education.

Motiaøtion for selecting Mønitobø to pursue Higher Educøtion

Respondents report four main motivations for selecting Manitoba to

Pursue post-secondary education: accepted only by post-secondary institutions

in Manitoba, low tuition fees, low cost of living and other reasons. Other reasons

include good provincial immigration policies, having friends or relatives in the

province and a better place for fulure settlement.

Figure 4.2.2 represents pre-arrivai motivations of the students for

choosing Manitoba. The highest percentage of respondenß @z%) come to

Manitoba because it is the only place that accepted them for post-secondary

sfudies. Another 25% of the students come to Manitoba because of a low cost of

living, while nearly one-fifth moved here because of low tuition fees.
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_ Accepted by post-
ll secondary institutions

in Manitoba
Low tuition fees at

Øpost-secondary
institutions

p Low cost of living

ffi otner reasons

Figure 4.2.2: Motivation for Selecting Manitoba for Post-Secondary Education

Table 4.2.2 shows the primary reasons for attending post-secondary

education in Manitobaby program of study. Just over two in five graduate

students (44%) choose Manitoba because they obtained admission only at post-

secondary institutions in the province compared lo 43o/o undergraduates. Nearly

two-thirds of respondents only applied to one post-secondary institution that

they are currently attending. Low tuition fees are a more important factor for

undergraduate students (24%) than graduate students (6%). This is not

surprising considering more graduate students than under-graduate students

receive financial support from educational institutions of the host country.

Nearly one-third of graduate students consider other reasons to come to
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Manitoba, for example, good provincial immigration policies, having friends or

relatives in the province and a better place for future settlement.

Table 4.2.2:Motivation for Selecting Manitoba by Program of Study

Program of study
Under- Graduate

graduate level level
Total

Motivation
for selecting
Manitoba for
higher
education

Accepted by the
educational
institutions in MB

Low tuition fees at
the educational
institutions

Low cost of living

Other reasons

43%

26%

7%

24% 6%

44% 43%

1,9%

22%

28%

25%

14%

Total 1.00% 100% 1,00%

The relationship is statistically significant at p<0.10. Chi-Square:6.40'J..

Table 4.2.3 reveals the relationship between expected graduation date

and motivation for selecting Manitoba for the higher education. One-third (33%)

of those expecting to graduate in the next year choose Manitoba for post-

secondary education because they were only accepted by the educational

institutions here, while only 53% of the continuing students came to Manitoba

for similar reasons. A significant percentage of those nearing graduation (30%)

considered low tuition fees at post-secondary instilutions as the most important
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motivation in selecting Manitoba. Low cost of living was an influencing factor

for 330/o of those nearing graduation and 770/o Íor those newer to their pfogram

of study.

Accepted by the

educational
institutions in MB

Low tuition fees at

the educational
instilutions

Low cost of living

Other reasons

30%

33%

17o/o

20%

53o/o

33"/o

no///o

43%

18%

25%

13%

t-7o ///o

Table 4.2.3:Motivation for selecting Manitoba by Expected Graduation

Expected grq4qqqgn 

-

Motivation for
selecting
Manitoba for
higher
education

Nearing Continuing Total

raduate

Total 1.00"/" 100%

Th. *l"tt""ship is statistically significant at p<0.05. Chi-square:9'506'

In sum, a statistically significant relationship is observed between

program of study and motivation to come to Manitoba (Table 4.2'2)' These

differences also appear between expected graduation date and pre-arrival

motivation to Manitoba (Tabl e a.2.3). Time of arrival in Canada and gender

effects on reasons for coming to Manitoba were investigated, but found no

statisticaliy significant reiationship'
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study participants also elaborated on their reasons for choosing

Manitoba in open-ended questions. Their reasons are found to be multifaceted.

For example, a diploma-seeking student notes:

I cøme to Ms.nitobøbecøuse the program I wøs rooking for
is only offered by this school in Canødø. And, of course, I
got accepted by this school. So, I decided to come here.
Another reas,n is lout cost of riuing ønd low tuition fee at
the school because I don't get money from the scltool...
(Yaraþ undergraduate student, Red River College)

Low tuition fees are an important deciding factor of international

students coming to Manitoba. Many students from developing or under_

developed countries are primarily concerned about the tuition fees and cost of

living' A good number of African and Asian students came to Manitoba because

of this. A sludent from Africa, for example, chooses Manitoba because:

The tuition fees øt post-secondnry institutions øre lower in
Mønitoba; ønd nlso I høae my cousins here øttending the
same school (ønÐ the søme degrees. . . They moaed. here
beþre me. So, they helped me to moae here. That is znhy my
pnrents allowed me to come here for higher edttcøtion.
(Oba, undergraduate studenf Universify of
Winnipeg)

Another undergraduate student notes that:

My brother wøs here. He told me øbout this school. The
tuition fees øre ffirdable in the school and so is the cost of
liaing. He told me it høs a nice school enaironment;
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prlfesslrs øre helpful; smøII cløssrllm... Also, my brother

øttended the søme school ønd got job quickly øfter finishing
his degree. Hopefully, I will høae ø job too when I will
graduate. (Natasha, undergraduate student, University
of Winnipeg)

Another international student reports:

My credentiøls øre recognized by Uniuersity of Manitobø; I
got the admission here rnith scholørship; ønd I found
tuition fees ønd other fees like renting øpartment øre

compøratiaely cheøper than UBC or Uofl. And,Iheørd
. thøt it is eøsier to get Cønadian immigrøtion through the

proainciøl (nominee) system. (Fuji, graduate sfudent,
University of Manitoba)

A student from South Asia decided to move to Manitoba for a unique

reason. The student wants to open a business upon completion of his post-

secondary education. This student notes:

Mønitoba is not ø aery møture proaince in terms of doing
business. Mønitobø has less populøtion, less industries, Iess

competition nnd huge opportunities for doing business.

Places like Ontørio or Albertø or Vøncouaer are highly
business-oriented, but Mønitoba still høs some room to

expønd. My dad høs business of cør pørts nnd my dreøm is

to spread his business øll ouer world. I høue done lots of
reseørch online beþre choosing Manitoba for post-

secondøry educøtion" (Asad, undergraduate student,
University of Winnipeg)

As the quotations show, students have different reasons for coming to

Manitoba. Some students move here because of their parents' wishes, others for
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relatively low costs involved with obtaining post-secondary education. Another

sludent mentions that her husband choose to come to Manitoba, so she applied

at the University of Manitoba and then moved here after obtaining admission.

Another sfudent came to Manitoba because of a perception of a low rate of

crime in the province. The next section investigates the students' rationale for

choosing Winnipeg to pursue post-secondary education.

Motiaøtion for SelectingWinnipeg to Pursue Higher Educøtion

A majority of the international students coming to Manitoba to attend

post-secondary education reside in Winnipeg (Citizenship and Immigration

Canada, 2007). Technical colleges (such as Red River College), universities (such

as the University of Manitoba and the University of Winnipeg) and English

ianguage training institutes in Winnipeg offer various career-oriented programs

to fit both native-born and international students' desires for better fufure. A

number of post-secondary institutions are located outside Winnipeg including

Thompsory The Pas and Brandon. I asked the respondents to reflect on their

choice of Winnipeg.

Similar to their reasoning for selecting Manitoba, international students

choose these educational institutions concerning quality of educational

opportunities, reputation, financial issues and for other reasons. Quality of
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education is a concern for a majority of the international students (65%) living in

Winnipeg and attending school here, while 22o/o are concerned about financial

issues.

Respondents are asked why they selected Winnipeg for their studies. A

student reflects on her decisiory "(The) University of Manitoba is one of the best

universities in Canada and Asper School of Business is well-known in whole

North America. Also, it is (located) in the capital city of a province" (Ping,

undergraduate studenf Universily of Manitoba). Another student remarks that

the "good universities of this province are in Winnipeg" (Joseph, graduate

studenf University of Manitoba).

International students come to Winnipeg for other reasons as well. For

example, some students are concerned about future employment opportunities.

These students believe that if they can stay within the city, it would be easier to

find a job in their field. Their immediate concern was to getting education from

well-reputed and facilitative post-secondary educational institutions. These

students believe that employers prefer to hire individuals who have graduated

from reputable educational institutions. An East-Indian student notes:

Beþre coming here, I høue done lots of online reseørch. I
høue considered løb facilities of ø uniaersity, opportunities
of quølity of educøtion, the aølue of the degree in the job
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mørket ønd finøncial commitment from the school before

størt attending this school. I øm not from ø rich fømily; I
øm the eldest son in our fømily ønd I still need to send

money to Indiø for my brothers' educøtion. So, my primøry
interest wøs coming here to møke slme mlney and help my

fømily. (Brijendra, graduate student, University of
Manitoba)

Living in a big city is as important as the quality of education for some

international students because of the availability of amenities. These students

have priorities such as access to relatively small but close networks, eating

ethnic food and watching ethnic movies. A student from China reports:

I decided to øttend school inWinnipeg firstly becøuse

Winnipeg is a. reasonøble city ønd ø cøpitøl of ø proaince. I
loae shopping ønd there are lots of mølls in Winnþeg.
There nre møny Chinese restøurønts ølthough the food of
these restøurants does not tøste as good øs lilce China. I
(wøs) born ønd grota up in a Beijing ønd I øm used to of
liaing in big cities.., Also, my da.d adaised me to øttend this
school becøuse of high støndard and low tuition fee of the

school. (Abril, undergraduate studenf University of
Winnipeg)

Respondents (90%) attending post-secondary education in Winnipeg are

satisfied with the quality of education they receive, including its academic

facilities. F{owever, not all students are happy with their decision. Nearly one in

ten international students are dissatisfied with their decision to educate

themselves here. Their reasons vary based on professional to personal issues
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with professors, peers, neighbours and co-workers. Some of those respondents

are struggling economically and they are dissatisfied for not receiving funding

or enough funding from their post-secondary institutions. A few international

sfudents have strained relations with their professors causing frustration. An

Asian student, for example, reports:

I think the professors treat (me) differently because my
speøking (spolcen) English is bød. She sometimes ignore(s)

me in the cløss. She kind of shows @retends) thøt she did
not heør whøt I søid but I øm L00% sure thøt she heørd me.

I am not Ø) good-looking (girl) and I don't høae nice

dresses (clothes).. . may be thøt's why she høtes me too. She

does not lcnow thøt my pørents øre not so rich... I tnork in
KFC to go to uniaersity here.,,. (Xuedary undergraduate
student, University of Manitoba)

Another student believes that a professor does not give him good grades

because he is black and Muslim. This student remarks,

You know, it's ølI about feeling ønd I cøn feel that aery

well. I u¡ill not mention the nøme becøuse the finnl exøm is

not oaer yet but he is ø reøl røcist. It's not øbout my
English... I grew up in Ë,ngland ønd I speøk aery good

English... You cøn't belieue that he øllowed to write møke

up test to others but he did not let me do thøt. . ,. I don't
bløme him ø lot for thnt. It's just ø sociøl situation. People

don't trustbløck guys. They thinkbløckpeople øre

criminals. I hød the similør feelings from the cøshiers in the

stores. (Jack, undergraduate sfudenf Universify of
Manitoba)
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Over all, more undergraduate students than grad,uates perceive more

discrimination and racism against professors. A graduate sfudent remarks that,

"some professors know that Asian students are hard working... and they don,t

complain if we give them more work. Those professors take advantage of their

knowledge about international sfudents" (Mainak, graduate student, University

of Manitoba). None of the graduate students reports their experience of

discrimination and racism has affected their grades. However, graduate

students report experiencing subtle forms of discrimination and racism from

fellow students. An Iranian sfudent, for example, notes:

ø student from my depørtment, for exømple, søys pørdon
me eaery single time I søy something to her... ønd this is
going on for (the) last two yeørs. Now, I don't tøllc to her if
I don't haae to. I sometimes feel thøt she intentionølly uses
heøuy words becøuse she knorns thøt Engtish is my second
lønguøge. This is frtrstrøting... but what cøn I do? We
work under same superaisor. I just rnønt to finish my
Ph.D. soon ønd to get øn assistønt professor job. (Hassary
graduate studenf University of Manitoba).

While some respondents seek post-secondary education only in Canada,

others applied to different countries as well. In this study, a majority of the

sludents (62%) did not seek admission in countries other than Canada. Those

who have considered schooling in other countries apply to post-secondary

institutions in united states, Australia, England and other English-speaking
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Western European countries. One-fourth of respondents (25%) applied to two

different countries compared lo 13% seeking admission in three or more

countries, including Canada. The next section examines the respondents'

reasons for future settlement in Canada, an important discussion given the

Canadian Experience Class.

Futur e S ettlement Intention

To maintain their student status, international students must register for

every semester of the academic year and must be making normal progress as

full-time students until their degrees are completed (Citizenship and

Immigration Canada,2007). As long as students do not violate these or other

regulations of Canada, they may seek and receive extension (generally an

annual extension) of their study permit. Many of these study permit holders

eventually plan to settle in Canada permanently and sponsor their family

members here, while others are either undecided or wish to leave Canada. In

this study, most of the sfudents (85%) intend to settle in Canada permanently,

although only 38% plan to sponsor their family members once settled. In.this

section, settlement intentions of study participants are measured at three levels:

settlement intentions within Canada within Manitoba and in Winnipeg.
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Future Settlement Intention in Cønødø

Figure 4.3.1 shows the fufure settlement intentions of international

students in Canada. Over four-fifths of respondents (85%) wish to settle here

after graduatiory although some (8%) are undecided about their future. Fewer

students (7%)have no intention of staying in canada permanently.

100.0%

80.0%

õ 600%
o

9 4o.oo/o

20.0T0

0.0%

Figure 4.3.1-: settlement Intentions in canada upon Graduation

Because so many respondents intend to stay here, few variables have a

statistically significant relationship. One relationship that stands out is observed

between family and friends social capital networks and settlement intention in

Canada when the sample is weighted.
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Table 4.3.1 examines the relationship between strength of family and

friend social capital networks and settlement decisions. There is a positive

relationship befween strength of family and friends social capital networks and

intention to settle in Canada permanently. Respondents (89%) with high rates of

family and friend social capital networks are more likely to settle in Canada

compared to 87% of those with medium and 74% of those with low access to

social capital networks. Nearly one-fifth of international students (77%) with

1ow rates of family and friends social capital networks do not wish to stay here

Table 4.3.T: Settlement Intention in Canada by Family and Friends Social
Capital Networks

Family and friend social
capital networks

Low Medium High
Total

Intention to
settle in
Canada upon
graduation

Yes

Undecided

No

74%

9%

87% 89%

77o/o 6o/" 4o/"

84%

ryo///o

9%

Total 100% 1,00% 700% 100%

The relationship is statistically significant at p<0.10. Chi-Square:8.248.

permanently; the rate is higher than those with medium (6%) and high (a%)

availability. In short, the greater the availabilities of family and friends social

capital networks increase the likelihood of settling in Canada among the

students.
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Table 4.3.2 shows the distribution of international students by perceptions

of discrimination and racism and their fufure settlement plans in Canada.

Almost all the students (97%) experiencing moderate rates of discrimination and

racism expect to stay in Canada after graduation compared to those

experiencing high (80%) or low (77%) of discrimination and racism. In short,

there is a relationship between perceptions of discrimination and racism and

intention to settle but it is not linear.

Table 4.3.2: Settlement Intention in Canada by Perceptions of Discrimination
and Racism

Perceptions of
discrimination and racism Total
Low Medium High

Intention to Yes 71% 91% 80% 85%

settle in undecided - 6% 1.5% 8%
Canada upon
graduation No 29% 3% 5% 7%

Total 1.00% 700% 100% 1.00%

The relationship is statistically significant at p<0.102a. Chi-Squate:7.977.

Many international students intend to live here permanently in

expectation of having better career opportunities and quality of lives than if they

returned. International students report that a network of relationships also plays

an important role in their settlement decisions. I asked some open-ended

'a The empty cell in the table may affect the statistical relationship between the two variables.
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questions about the role of famity and friends social capital networks on

settlement intentions' A student notes that, "Iwouid like to stay here and buiid

a good career of mine; also, I have a Canadian girlfriend, she can not think of

moving from canada; ..' so, I kind of decided to settre in Canada,, (Joseph,

graduate student, university of Manitoba). Another student from western

Europe states:

The reøson why I like to settle in Canada in the future is - I
belieue thøt I will høae muclt better cøreer opportunities in
Cønøda. And, I cøn only spealc Engtish other thøn my
nøtiue lønguøge. so, I was not reøily interested in mouing
to a country wrære Engrish is not afirst ranguøge. And,
Cønøda is ø deaeloped country ønd it is quite eslabhshed.
Cønødn is also uery mtLlticultural from øll aspects.
(Symon, graduate student, University of Manitoba)

Some students would like to settle in Canada because it is a non-violent

and peaceful country where people are very welcoming. They feel more secure

in Canada because they perceive lower rates of crime. Some students feel that

they are becoming accustomed to the Canadian socio-cuitural system; hence,

they have no intention to move elsewhere. Others are attracted by the Canadian

health insurance program. A student from Asia, for exampre, remarks that:

My møin reason of settting in Canødø is: 1) it is øpeøcefut
country; there øre no politicøl problems ønd corruptions...
2) Cønødiøn econlmy is aery good... 3) Good job
opportunities for internøtionøI students. 4) And it wiil be
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unføir if I don't mention it - heøIth insurence policies in
Cønøda øre really reølly the best in the world.(Kuddus,
undergraduate student, Universify of Winnipeg)

In generai, students plan to settle in Canada permanently because it is a

economically developed country with good opportunities for internationl

students. A Chinese sfudent motes:

I like the sociøl enuironment of Canøda. Compare(d) to
Chinø, Canadø is much more of ø deaeloped country. .. it is
ø country with full of opportunities for interantionøl
students. I cøn get immigration lnce I will be done
(grødunte); then I will possibly settle here for rest of my
life. (Fenfang, undergraduate student, Red River
College)

A small number of international students are undecided about permanent

settlement. Many of these sludents are concerned about getting job

opportunities related to their field just as canadian-born graduates.

Empioyment opporlunities play an important role in their decision making

process. An international student notes that:

I like to settle in Cønødøbecøuse støndard of liuing is high;
better opportunities for me ønd for my fømily;.. . ønd low
competition øt worlc because of less populøtion. If I don't
settle in Cønadø, thøt means I did not get a job in my line
of work, Getting job is sometimes dfficult for internøtional
students. They don't quølify for goaernment jobs. Agnin, it
is dfficult to get PR (Permønent Resident Støtus) without
ø job offer. I øm zt¡orried thøt I møy høue to moae
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somewhere to find ø job ølthough I (would) Iike to støy here.

(Lalita, graduate student, University of Manitoba)

Few international students intend to leave Canada for personal reasons,

while others are afraid of obtaining jobs because of the current economic

recession. A sludent notes:

It is so dfficult to get ø job in here (Cønadø) these days

becøuse of economic dou¡ntime... ctnd I cøn't take ø stress of
liuing here and doing odd jobs lilce ø friend of mine. So, I
decided to return to my home country where I can get a

well-paid job. (l|l4aínul, graduate student, University of
Manitoba)

A sludent states that "I want to return to my home country and serve my

country" (Saila, graduate student, University of Manitoba). She further adds

that her country lacks professionals for the development of the country. Another

student prefers to relocate to United States. His argument is: "I hate cold and it

is so cold in here; also I have relatives in United States" (Fasif undergraduate

student, University of Winnipeg).

Future Settlement Intention in Mønitobø

Unlike their intentions to stay in Canada, fewer students wish to stay in

Manitoba upon graduation. ]ust under half of international studenß $3%)

intend to settle in Manitoba after their graduation compared to 35% respondents
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who are undecided (Figure 4.3.2). Another 2To/ohaveno intention of staying in

the province.

50.0%

40.0%

fi eo.oø
o
o
o- 20.0%

10.0%

0.00/o

Undecided

Figure 4.3.2: settlement Intention in Manitoba upon Graduation

Table 4.3.3 examines the reiationship between neighbourhood social

capital networks and intention of settling in Manitoba. Over four in five

international students (89%) with high rates of social capital in their

neighbourhood intend to settle in Manitoba permanently, while one-fourth of

those medium and nearly two-fifths with low rates of neighbourhood social

capital networks feel the same way. International students with greater access to

neighbourhood social capital networks are more likety to settle in Manitoba

after completion of their post-secondary education. No statistically significant

relationships are found when other types of social capital factors are consid,ered.
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Table 4.3.3: Settlement Intention in Manitoba by Neighbourhood Social
Capital Networks

Neighbourhood social

capital networks Total
Low Medium High

Intention to
settle in
Manitoba upon
graduation

Yes

Undecided

No

38%

37%

31,%

25%

67%

8%

43To

35%

22Vo

8e%

17%

Total 1.00% 700% 1,00% 100%
The relationship is statisticalty significant at p<0.012s. Chi-Squar e: la.9gÀ.

When respondents are asked to provide more detail on why they intend

to settle in Manitoba permanently, a significant portion of them report two

fundamental reasons. Firstly, they have already developed a network of

relationships with their ethnic and non-ethnic friends, co-workers and

neighbours and, secondly, qualily of life concerns. Quality of life means many

things including low rates of discrimination and racism, costs of living and good

provincial immigration policies. A graduate student from Europe, reports that:

I høae ølreødy estøblished ø good relationship with the
people who øre from my country. So, I øm not really
interested to moae to ø neza pløce and størt øll oaer øgøin
(mølce new friends)... And, a. cheøp cost of liaing in
Mq.nitobø is aery attrøctiae, speciatly the øccomodøtion is
so reasonable here. It's just quite ffirdøble for me to liae

" The empty cell in the table may affect the statistical relationship between the two variables.
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here. (Symory graduate student, University of
Manitoba)

Similarly, an Asian student notes that:

I intend to støy in Mønitoltø at leøst for next 10_15 yeørs

firstly becøuse Mønitobø is ø aery f,riendty prouince;
Mønitobans øre aery welcoming to people from other parts
of the world.... And I deaelop ø aery good rerøtionship with
my neighbours ønd friends. Agøin, I understønd issues of
Manitob, being ø student of lJrbøn Studies. So, I like to
settle here ønd contribute to Mønitoban economy.
(Machiko, undergraduate student, Universuty of
Winnipeg)

Table 4.3.4 depicts the distribution of international students by their

intention of settling in Manitoba and experience of racial discrimination. As

previous tables, perceptions of discrimination and racism have mixed effects on

attitude toward staying the province. Over half of respondents (52%)who hold

moderate perceptions of discrimination and racism intend to stay in Manitoba

compared with 30% with high and 43% with low levels respectively. Over 50%

of the students experiencing high discrimination and racism are undecided

about their future settlement plans.
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Table 4.3.4: settlement Intention in Manitobaby perceptions of
Discrimination and Racism

Perceptions of
discrimination and racism

Medium High
Total

Intention to
settle in
Manitoba upon
graduation

Yes

Undecided

No

43o/o

57%

52%

30%

18%

30%

55%

15%

43%

3s%

22%

Total 1,000/" 1"00% 700% 700%
The relationship is statistically significant at p<0.0520. Chi-Squar e:10.936.

Some international students are satisfied with their quality of lives in the

province. Others intend to settle in Manitoba to obtain nomination for

permanent residency. They beiieve that it is faster and easier to receive landed

immigration status through the MPNP than other routes for permanent

residency. An international student states:

I lcnow thøt Mønitobø has good immigrøtion policies; I tike
to støy here and get immigrøtion. I haae alreødy got ø job
in Mønitobø; ønd my friends øre here too. So, how cøn I
moae from Mønitoba?... (Ping, undergraduate studen!
University of Manitoba )

A small number of international students remain undecided about

staying in Manitoba after graduation. They are afraid they wilt not find jobs in

Manitoba related to their fields of sfudy. An international student notes, "I am

26 
The empty cell in the table may affect the statistical relationship between the two variables.
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thinking of settling in Manitoba because of low popuiation density in Manitoba,

so you are not crowded by people all the time" (Mosi, undergraduate sfudent,

Red River college). He continues, "however, if I get a better paying job

somewhere else, then I will possibly move from here". A University of Manitoba

student who has never been to any other provinces notes that:

. . . Mønitobø is a aery nice prouince except the weather. . . If
I can find a job I will stay here. But if øfind øbetter job in
øbetter place with nicer weøther, then I don't knout what I
will do. Actually, there øre more Chinese people in Toronto
ønd Vancouaer.. .. I don,t know may be I wilt feel more
comfortable in those pløces. (Zhong, graduate student,
University of Manitoba)

It should be noted that almost all international students who are willing

to settle in Manitoba on a permanent basis, intend to settle in Winnipeg after

graduation. The next section examines factors infuencing their settlement

decisions and other reasons for choosing Winnipeg for future settlement.

Future Settlement Intention in Winnipeg

As with the likelihood of the staying in the province, just under half of

respondents (a8%) intend to stay in Wiruripeg permanently after graduation and

over one-third (35%) is sriil undecided (Figure 4.9.3).
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Figure 4.3.3: Settlement Intention in Winnipeg upon Graduation

Table 4.3.5 shows neighbourhood social capital network and settle

intention in Winnipeg upon completion of post-secondary education. A majorify

of the study participants (67%) with high rates of neighbourhood social capital

networks intend to stay in Winnipeg permanently compared to 36% of those

with low and34o/o of those with medium avaiiabiiiry. A fair percentage of the

students (33%) with low access to neighbourhood social capital networks are

unwilling to settle in Winnipeg. Typically, international students with greater

expected and obtained support from neighbourhood networks are more likety

to settle in Winnipeg upon graduation. No statistically significant relationships

are found when famiiy and friends social capital networks, workplace social
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caPital networks, obligation and expectation and perceptions of discrimination

and racism are considered with intentions to settlement in Wiruripeg'

Table 4,3.LzSettlement Intention in Winnipeg by Neighbourhood Social

CaPital Networks

Neighbourhood social

capital networks Total

Low Medium High

36% 34% 67% 40%

Intention to Yes Óo70 ra lv

settle in undecided 31% 58% 33% 37%

Winnipeg uPon

graduation No 33% 8% - 23%

1oo% 1'oo% 1oo% loo%
Total ruu /u tv'

The relationship i, ,tut',ti*rry 'ig,.iri*',t 
ut p<0.1.027. Chi-Square:8.760.

when international students are asked to elaborate on their settlement

plans in Winnipeg, they identify many reasons' One of those reasons is

employmentopportunities'Internationalstudentsbelievetheyhavebetter

employmentopportunitiesinWinnipegthaninotherpartsofManitoba.An

international stud.ent specifies , " ... 7fI stay in Manitoba' I wili definitely stay in

Winnipegnotanywhereelse.''.Becauseallthejobsareinhere,,(Subir,

undergraduate student, IJniversity of Manitoba)' Another international student

reports:

4*rpty ..il 'r tre table may affect the statistical relationship between the two variables'
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Winnipeg is the biggest city in the prouince. And, I
personølly belieue thøt more job opportunities øre øaøilable
in bigger cities. so, I think it witt be eøsier for me to find a
job in Winnipeg rnther thøn other smøll pløces in
Manitoba. Also, I rike to do shopping ønd høaing fun øt my
leísure, zrhich wilr not happen in pløces rike Brøndon.
(Henry, graduate student, University of Manitoba)

Some international sfudents consider settling in Winnipeg because the

citizens are less prejudiced. An African student believes:

There is less competition in winnipeg becøuse it is ø less
populnted mid-size city... good for me becøuse I like to liae ø
reløxed and peacefi,tr life. winnþeg suits me the best. Also,
I øm liaing in Winnipeg for about fiae yeørs. I deuelop good.
reløtionshþs with a grlup of ethnic people from my
commttnity; they herp me ø rot wheneuer I askfor it. Also,
most of my roots (immediate fømily members) øre here.
(Simba undergraduate studenÇ University of
Winnipeg)

Like Simba, many other sfudents, to some extent, have similar attitudes

towards settling in winnipeg. An Asian student states:

I am going to finish my degree soon from ø school at
Winnipeg. I øm liuing here for quite sometimes; I øm quite
fømiliør tnith the city; thereþre, I øm not really interested
to moue to a brand new pløce. I like to start my career
liuing øt Winnþeg. Another reøsln why I like the city is _

it is nice ønd small in size. (Jahed, undergraduate
student, Universify of Winnipeg)
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FIence, for this and many other reasons, the students who are studying in

winnipeg for longer periods and expecting to graduate soon are more likety to

settle here.

Table 4'3'6 examines the relationship between expected graduation and

intention of settling in winnipeg. over half of respondents (53%) graduating

soon intend to settle in winnipeg compared to 27% ofthe continuing students.

More of the recent arrivals (30%) plan to leave Winnipeg, while 1.7% ofthose

expect to graduate next summer. Another 43% ofrecent arrivals are undecided

about their future settlement. More continuing students than nearing graduates

are either undecided or not willing to settle in Winnipeg.

Table 4.3.6: settlement Intention in winnipeg by Expected Graduation

Expected graduation

Nearing Continuing
raduation students

Total

Intention to
settle in
Winnipeg upon
graduation

Yes

Undecided

No

53%

30%

1r-o/z/ /o

43%

40%

ano/Jl /O

aco/¿-J /O77% 30%

Total 100% 100% 100%
The reiationship is statisticulll rig.,in
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Some international students are undecided about settling in Winnipeg.

Their decisions primarily depend upon availability of the job. The respondents

express interest to stay in Winnipeg if they have job offers. They may move if

they fail to obtain jobs related to their area of study. Only one respondent shows

an interest in settling outside Winnipeg but within Manitoba. This respondent

maintains, "I doÍr't like to stay in Winnipeg because I don't like Winnipeg's

social structure; particularly how natives are discriminated and alienated from

the mainstream social system" (Mosi undergraduate level student, Red River

College). The African-origin respondent is fearful of being discriminated in

Winnipeg. However, no statistically significant relationship is found between

perception of discrimination and settlement intention of international students

in Winnipeg.

A multinomial logistic regression, is conducted as the categorical

dependent out come has more than two categories (stay, undecided and leave).

The dependent variable, settlement intention in Winnipeg, is examined, while

the independent variables include perceptions of discriminations and racism,

expectation and obligatiory neighbourhood social capital networks, workplace

social capital networks, family and friends social capital networks, period of

expected graduatiory the most important reasons of coming to Canada,

awareness about the International Student Stream of the PNP, level of education
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and country of origin. Proportion of variation as explained by the model is

52vo28' The results indicate that nearing graduates are more likely to settle in

canada than continuing sfudents. International students with high rates of

neighbourhood sociai capital network are moïe rikery to settre in winnipeg.

Those who come to Canada for its high standard of post-secondary instifutions

are more likely to stay. International students who are aware of the

International student stream of the PNP also have positive settiement intentions

in winnipeg' ln other words, international students who use their information

channels to learn about immigration programs are more likely to settle here

than those lack awareness. Furthermore, intemationar students are with

moderate or high of perceptions of discrimination and racism are more likety to

be undecided about their settlement intentions. Graduates are more tikely to be

undecided about their settlement intentions than undergraduate students.

However, due to the smail sample size, the moder is not stable. As a

consequence, the value of pseudo R squire is affected by a large number of

variables and the small sample size.
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Discussion of Results: Pre-AniaøI Motizsøtion for the Cønødiøn Educøtion

An objective of this study is to determine the factors that motivate study

participants to come to Canada: whether the decisions are based mainly on the

quality of educational opportunities, the costs of foreign education, or other

reasons' A primary factor influencing international sfudents' decisions to come

to Canada is quality of education of host country vis-à-vis their home country.

My study corroborates the finding of Agarwal and Winkler (1985) that the

quality of educational opportunities is an important determinant for relocation

of foreign students to English-speaking countries. In my study, the effect of

quality of education is significantly more pronounced. Thus, the findings of my

study support the first hypothesis that is students select Canada mainly because

of the high quaiify of post-secondary education.

Gender difference is inevitable in the motivations of respondents seeking

educational credentials outside their country. Females are more concerned

about social aspects of living in a new country than qualify of post-secondary

education. Crime rates and higher social security, freedom of speech and

relaxed way of living are identified as important social íssues among female

respondents. My study confirms the gender difference in motivations of

obtaining foreign education as documented by other scholars (Agarwal and
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winkler, 1985; Barber and Morg an,'1,9g7; Chen and Barne tt,2000;solmon and

Young, 7987)' Academics notice that female students place greater emphasis on

gender equity in the country where they pursue post-secondary education

(Agarwal and winkrer,79ï5;solmon and youn g, L9g7),while male students

value reputatiory quality of education and financial support (Barber and

Morgan, 7987; Chen and Barnett,2000). Financial support is important for most

sludents because of high costs of post-secondary education. This is the only

gender difference I found in this study.

The costs of post-secondary education consist of rwo elements: tuition

fees and the cost of living. Costs arso vary by region. Manitoba is one of the

cheapest in both accounts. My findings indicate that a majority of respondents

from South Asian and African countries are highiy concerned about fuition fees

and costs of living than those from European countries. My study confirms

Bolton's (1997) findings that financial concern is an important factor for foreign

students, mostly those from developing countries. European students may not

be as concerned about the fuition fees as their currency has a greater value in

Canada and they are likely to be more affluent than students from developing

nations' Although the sample size of this study is too small to define a trend,

countries of origin patterns in international sfudents' motivation to come to

Canada is noted.
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International sfudents often seek financial support from their post-

secondary institutions mainly due to high costs of obtaining foreign credentials.

Receiving financial support such as scholarships, research funding, bursaries, or

fellowships depends upon previous academic performance, letters of reference

and academic discipline. My findings indicate differences by level of study in

financial support received by international sfudents; graduate students are more

likely to receive funding compared to undergraduates. This is consistent with

how funding operates for Canadian-born students. There are many reasons why

graduate students receive more funding to continue their higher education. One

important reason is that post-secondary institutions allocate more money for

graduates than undergraduates. The logic is that gradates are performing

research and making a contribution to research. Furthermore, international

sfudents are required to have an excellent academic background and good

English language proficiency in order to get admission in the graduate program.

Therefore, many graduate students are already pre-screened to be eligible for

financial supports educational institution. Similar find,ings are reported among

international students in United States (poyrazri and Kavanaugh, 2006).

AttracLing more students to the province is important for both the

educational institutions and the province of Manitoba. Attracting international

students is especially significant for post-secondary institutions as the post-
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secondary institutions seek diversify their campuses. A consequence is that

greater number of the students coming to the province contributes to the

provincial economy. Hence, attracting foreign students is beneficial for both

provincial government and the educational institutions.

Discussion of Resurts: Future settrement rntention

At the onset of this sfudy, I hypothesized that international students with

higher levels of social capital networks aïe more likely to settie in Canada

permanently after graduation' I also thought that perceptions of discrimination

and racism would have negative influence on the settlement intentions of

internationai students. Finally, I proposed that availability of employment

opporfunities related to academic fields positively influences fufure settiement

decisions of international sfudents. The following section discusses these

hypotheses in detail.

Respondents enrolled in Canadian post-secondary institutions report a

variety of settlement intentions. A vast major i$ oÍthe students intend to settle

in canada permanently, while nearly half intend to stay in Manitoba after they

graduate' studies conducted in united states have similar reports, a majority of

international students tend to settle in the state in which they attain their post-

secondary education (ACTEAM, 1,999; Finn, rggz). participants of my study are
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more reluctant to settle in the province upon their initial arrival. However, their

willingness to stay in Manitoba increases over time. In short, as they become

more familiar with Manitoba, their probability to stay increases. However, while

most wish to stay in Canada, only half want to stay in Manitoba.

Attracting students to post-secondary institutions will not be enough to

keep them in Manitoba. Even though they have become familiar with the city,

they are less certain about staying in Winnipeg. It is in the best interest of the

province to keep intemational students here. The rationale is that international

students are trained in Manitoba and they can more easily fit into the provincial

labour market. Manitoba needs to pay serious attention to promoting the benefits

of various provincial programs for more intemationai students to settle here. For

example, the Manitoba Tuition Income Tax Rebate Program could be advertised

more promptly as a majority of the students know little about the program.

Posters of the programs at post-secondary institutions, public transportation and

other public places may increase awareness. International students also have

little knowledge of the Post-graduate Work Permit Program. Additionally, the

International Student Stream of Manitoba Provincial Nominee Program is

intended to make the immigration process quicker for international students, but

many have never heard of this opportunity. Some of the respondents have

suggested the province to open a small office in major post-secondary
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institutions to assist the students with immigration issues, while others suggest

organizing information sessions at their educational institutions. Sending

brochures outlining provincial policies beneficial for international students with

admission information may encouïage potential international students to come

to Manitoba for post-secondary education and settle here upon completion of

their academic program.

Almost none of the participants intend to move from Canada and settle

elsewhere; of those students some wish to move to United States or return to

their home country' The students plan to relocate to United States primarily for

two reasons: they have relatives and they beiieve they would have better

opporfunities there' International students who wish to refurn to their home

country document personal reasoning for their move. From a policy perspective,

it is important for the Canadian government to keep international students in

the country' Being trained in Canadian environmenf international sludents can

seamlessly enter into the labour market. This is supposed to be further

facilitated by the introduction of Canadian Experience Class.

Various social factors may affect international students'future settlement

decisions. For the purpose of this study, infiuences of family and friend/

workpiace/ neighbourhood sociar capital social capital nelworks on the
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settlement decisions of international students are examined. No statistically

significant relationship is found when a workplace social capital network is

considered in settlement intentions of respondents, but other forms of social

capital nelworks had some influences.

Family and friends social capital networks are defined as support

received from immediate family members, ethnic friends and non-ethnic

friends, following Coleman and Portes' notions of family social capital. Both

qualitative (both financial and emotional support) and quantitative (counts of

expected and obtained support) aspects of Coleman and Portes' concepts are

considered". However, other elements of Coleman's conception of social capital

such as information channels and obligation and expectation could not be

included in the analysis for statistical reasons. Neither of those aspects of social

capital had any statistically significant relationships to settlement intentions.

Similar to my study, scholars examining the effects of social capital in academic

achievement of youth found similar results that information channels and

obligation and expectation do not influence academic performance (Teachman

et al., 1.997). Perhaps these elements of social capital are less important for

studying international students. My sample is too small to say for certain.
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The existence of family and friends social capital networks does influence

fulure settlement intentions of international students. The students with greater

availability of family and friend social capital networks are more likely to stay in

Canada after they graduate. Those with lower availabilify of this form of social

capital are much less willing to stay in Canada. Immediate family members and

friends provide financial and emotional support to the students. Additionally,

those sludents can sponsor their family members or friends to settle here in

future. This supports the hypothesis that international students with higher

levels of social capital networks are more likely to stay in Canada after

graduation.

While family and friend social capital networks play an important role in

settlement intentions in Canada, neighbourhood social capital networks

significantly influence the decision to stay or leave in Winnipeg and Manitoba.

A neighbourhood social capital network is a form of communily social capital

involving support of ethnic and non-ethnic neighbours. High rates of

neighbourhood social capital networks among international sfudents increase

the propensify to want to stay in Winnipeg. My findings are similar to a study

on post-secondary students in Australia. Neri and Ville (2008) report a stronger

influence of social capital among international students in their propensity to

stay compared to Australian-born sfudents. They note that international
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communities in Australia and support from neighbours influence internationai

students' willingness to settle in the country, while Australian-born students are

more likely to leave upon graduation.

Study participants are also asked a series of questions to measure their

perceptions of discrimination and racism and its influence on their settlement

decisions. Most respondents perceive low rates of discrimination and racism in

their post-secondary instifutions. A statistically significant relationship

however, is found between settiement intentions in Canada and perceptions of

discrimination and racism, but the relationship is not linear. Almost all

respondents who intend to settle in Canada perceive at least low rates of

discrimination and racism. As a result, my findings on perceptions of

discrimination and racism among internationai sludents become inconclusive in

relation to the hypothesis; perceptions of discrimination and racism have a

negative influence in the settlement intentions of international students, due to

the nonlinearity of relationship befween the variables.

I can speculate some reasons why the results on racism and

discrimination are inconclusive. First, there is a possibility that international

students are experiencing less discrimination in Canada than their home

countries. I did not ask respondents any question to examine this aspect of their
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lives. Second, international sfudents, specially those from developing countries,

may enjoy the the high standard of living in Canada. As a result, they may be

more tolerant to some levels of discrimination and racism. Others may ignore

their experience of discrimination and racism in order to provide better lives to

their children. Again, no questions are asked to ascertain the reason for the

mixed results on racism and the decision to stay permanentty in Canada.

The power of critical race theory is that it allows me to investigate some

subtle forms of discrimination and racism that are not easily discussed in

surveys. By asking respondents open-ended questions about their experiences, I

was able to identify both subtle and overt forms of racism. Their responses tend

to support the results from quantitative analysis. For the most part, respondents

do not perceive discrimination and racism and do not wish to leave the country.

F{owever, there are some instances of racism as perceived by a few international

students. For example, Xuedan reported to be treated differently by her

professors because of her accent and skin colour. Another international studenf

Jack, also perceived racial discrimination based on skin colour (Black). He was

reluctant to talk about it in greater detail as he had yet to write the final

examination at the time of the interview. Hasaan also reported discrimination

due to his "non-Canadian" accent. Another student, zinong, wishes to move to

Vancouver or Toronto as more Asians are there in those cities. He thinks he
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would feel more comfortable in those cities. Despite these negative reports,

however, due to the nature of the data collection instrument that did not allow

narrative discussiory I was unable to fully utilize this theoretical construct.

Another important predictor of settlement intentions of respondents is

employment opportunity. A considerable number of international sludents are

undecided about their future settlement due to fear of availability of

employment opportunities after graduation. Almost all international students

state that avaitability of a job is a primary motivating factor in their settiement

decisions. Some international students are more optimistic about job attainment

in Manitoba than others. An Asian student, enrolled in a short-term job-oriented

program, has a positive attitude towards obtaining a job at Winnipeg after

completion of post-secondary education. Another African student states:

Although I øm not here for ø long period of time, still I
trust thøt I will høue ø job once I will graduøte. I wiII prefer

to støy in Winnipeg as I høue my cousins here. My cousins

høae good jobs ønd they øre in the process of ProuinciøI

Nominee Progrøm... (Oba, Undergraduate student,

University of Winnipeg)

Similar to Canadian-born students, there is a great deal of anxiefy about

getting a job after graduation. Unlike those born here, the prospect of
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employment also has an implication for future settlement for those students. A

student from Asia notes:

It is not easy to get ø job roughly within three months of

graduøtion. First, getting ø job is ø time consuming thing

ønd it møy tøke ouer three months to complete the process

of putting øn øpplication, to be interaiewed by the clmpany

ønd then get selected for a position. And, sometimes,

employers consider øpplicønts who øre either Permønent

Resident in Cønøda or Cønødiøn citizen,.. Unfortunately, I
møy høae to return to my home country becøuse I will be

graduøting within ø few months ønd I don't høue ø iob yet,

ølthottgh I rnønted to stay here øt leøst for next 10 yeørs.

(Farida, Graduate student, University of Manitoba)

Thus, the findings support my last hypothesis: "employment

opportunities related to academic field positively influence future settlement

intentions of international students".

Social capital framework and critical race theory contribute to our

understanding of settlement intentions of international students. Some elements

of social capital influenced the future settlement intentions of international

students. For exampie, neighbourhood and family and friends social capital

networks are identified as important predictors in this respect. Unfortunately,

other indicators of social capital eiements did not influence settlement decisions

of international sludents. Aithough the sample size is too small for

generalizaLiory networks of relationships were more powerful predictors than
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expectation and obligation, trust and information channels. A majority of

scholars focus primarily on network of relationships while utilizing social capital

theory (Bourdieu,'1985; Field, 2003; Fulgini, 1997; Israel et a1., 2001.; Lin, 2000;

Neri and Ville, 2008). Similar to the findings on social capital, only particular

elements of critical race theory are applicable in this study and support findings

of other scholars (Parker and Lynn, 2002; Smith-Maddox and Solórzano,2002;

Solórzano and Yosso, 2002; Wilkinson, 2003). Qualitative and quantitative

aspects regarding perceptions of discrimination and racism are only partially

measured in this study, so we should not conclude that critical race theory is a

poor theory for understanding settlement issues. As a result, considering the

limited research has been done using critical race theory, it is difficult to access

the efficacy of the theory.

International students report several other motivating factors influencing

their decisions about permanent settlement. These motivations include better

opportunities for respondents, better opportunities for their families, low cost of

iiving, low tuition fees at post-secondary institutions, better school system for

childrery network of relationships and other personal reasons.

The most beneficial theoretical framework, however, turns out to be social

capital. There are many instances where respondents indicate the value of
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family and friendship nelworks in their decisions to settle and work in Canada.

Of the many comments I have included in this thesis, severai have indicated that

family and friends have contributed greatly to their desire to stay in Manitoba

and in Canada. For example, Fasil, a graduate student, reported that having

friends and relatives in Winnipeg parlially motivated him to move here. Oba

came here to attend post-secondary institution for the same reason. She has

cousin living in winnipeg who helped her to move here. Another

undergraduate student, Natasha, menlioned that having a brother in Winnipeg

was a primary motivator for her move. Some international sludents report that

they have already developed good relationships with friends and neighbours

and that they would prefer to stay in Winnipeg after graduation. While the

conceptualization and operationalization of social capital remains incomplete,

my thesis does provide evidence that these networks do play a role in decision

making among international students.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION

Attracting international students to post-secondary instifutions is not

enough to keep them in the province after graduation. A considerable

percentage of the intemational students intend to move from Manitoba (Mandal

and Wilkinsory 2009). The main objective of this research is to identify the

factors influencing the settlement decisions of international students. It is also

important to understand the barriers that hinder their successful settlement.

Following the basic framework of social capital, I propose that greater the

availability of social capital networks increases the chance of settling in Canada

permanently, while perceptions of discrimination and racism decrease that

possibility. Additionally,I hypothesize that employment opportunities in the

field of study positively related to permanent settlement in Canada and

Manitoba af ter graduation.

In this thesis, I also identify some of the factors motivating international

students to select Canada for higher education. This is a goal of both the post-

secondary institutions and the provincial government. From the standpoint of

the post-secondary institutions, international students increase the diversity of

the campus. Canadian-born students benefit by having a culturally and

religiously diverse campus and may learn more about international issues as a
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result. A differing world-view is also beneficial for intellectual development.

From the standpoint of the governmen! the intention is to attract more foreign

students in the country and eventually involve them in the Canadian labour

market as evidenced by the introduction of the Canadian Experience Class and

the emphasis on economic immigration embedded within the IRPA and federal

policies and programs. As a result, it would be beneficial for the province as

well as the country, if significant numbers of international students settle here

after graduation.

For a majority of study participants, high quality of post-secondary

education and reputation of the educational institutions are the main motivating

factor for their selection of Canadian post-secondary education. The cost of

education internationally, including tuition fees and costs of living, jointly play

an important role in motivating these sfudents to choose Manitoba over other

provinces. Even though international students pay differential fees, they believe

these are still significantly lower than the fees charged to international students

in other provinces. From a policy perspective, this may be an issue for

universities and the province to consider as lowering differential fees may

attract even more students to Manitoba. Encouraging students to remain

permanently in the province may be matter of spending more time in Manitoba,

but high tuition fees discourage them from coming in the first place; the
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province may want to consider a strategy of working with its post-secondary

institutions to attract more foreign students with lower tuition fees.

Almost a1l of the international students intend to settle in Canada once

they graduate from their current program. This finding confirms other research.

Cervantes and Guellec (2002) find that students from China and India were still

working in the United States five years after receiving their post-secondary

degrees. With the introduction of the Canadian Experience Class, it is clear that

the Canadian government wants to convince a portion of highly trained

international students to stay. The province of Manitoba has also responded by

introducing the International Student Stream of the PNP. Being trained in a

Canadian environment international students easily be entered in the labour

market and contribute to the Canadian economy. International students can also

temper the inevitable population decline that Canada and the province face in

the near future. In short, there is a need for the province to work closely with

educational institutions to attract and retain international students.

Unlike their intentions to stay in Canada, fewer international students

wish to settle in Manitoba upon graduation. However, time in the province

increases the desirability to stay among intemational students, according to this

study. Like Canadian-born students, having secure employment is a significant
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factor in selecting a place to relocate. Manitoba may be the attractive place for

post-secondary education, but graduates will leave if they cannot find work.

There are several ways to entice international students to remain in the

province. The following are recommendations based on the 60 students I have

spoken with during this study. The province may offer services to increase the

employability of international students and for recent international graduates.

Often international students require help with writing resumes and cover

letters, improving their communication skills and participating in job

interviews. Although these services are currently available to young immigrants

and the Canadian-born, international students should have access to similar

kind of support from the provincial government to facilitate their entry to the

Iabour market. Similar to federal government, the provincial government may

oPen more employment opportunities for recent international graduates.

Restrictions on a majority of provincial government jobs based on permanent

residency status should be removed because this group is unfairly

disadvantaged. According to the Canadian Human Rights Code, international

students should have the same rights as others, regardless of their citizenship

stalus.
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Almost half of the international students are far less certain about their

stay in the province, although they are more likely to settle elsewhere within

Canada. Provincial records indicate that 3L,224 migrants arrived in Manitoba

between 2001 and 2005 but 6,621.left accounting for 21.o/u outmigration rate

(Manitoba Advanced Education and Training,2006). Considering the high rates

of out-migration relative to other provinces, it becomes more important to keep

the students in the province and engage them in the provincial labour market'

One way the province could increase the likelihood of staying is to promote the

provincial programs such a Manitoba Tuition Income Tax Rebate Program, Post-

Graduate Work Permit Program and Manitoba Provincial Nominee Program.

The benefits of these may interest students who are otherwise undecided about

their future settlement and encourage them to stay in the province permanentiy'

Updated government websites with this information should help international

students to gain a detailed knowledge of these provincial programs.

The theoretical implications of this thesis are less clear. As stated in

Chapter 4, family and friends social capital networks play an important role in

international students' decisions to stay in Canada permanently or leave,

according to my findings. International students with larger family and friends

sociai capital networks are more tikely to settle in Canada permanently' The

finding indicates that a basic assumption of social capital theory is meU social
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capital facilities actions of individuals. In the present study, family and friend

social capital networks assist international students in their decisions to settle in

Canada upon graduation and this is supported by both qualitative and

quantitative results. Flowever, not all the elements of social capital are engaged

in this decision making process. Other components of social capital theory

including workplace and neighbourhood social capital networks, trust,

obiigation and expectation have no effect on the settlement intentions of

international students. This may be for two important reasons. Firstly, my

sample is small and non-random. This may cause problem in generalizing the

findings. Secondly, there are issues with conceptualization and

operationalization of the theory that may affect the analysis of empirical data.

Because the theory lacks a consistent conceptualization in the existing research,

investigators have no common ground eradicating the efficacy of all aspects of

this concept. In short, social capital may exist in some forms, but we do not have

the correct conceptualization of the theory or operationalization of the concept

to fully measure it either qualitatively or quantitatively.

Some factors motivate international students to settle in Canada, while

others act as barriers. Following the basic assumptions of democratic racism and

critical race theory, perceptions of discrimination and racism of international

students are expected to have a negative influence in their settiement decisions.
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However, findings of this study suggest that international students who wish to

stay in the province may be influenced by racism and discrimination, but in

ways that are less clear. This could for a number of reasons. An important

reason is that post-secondary institutions are perceived to be more racist than

other institutions in society. Another possibility is that racism and

discrimination may piay smaller role in their decision-making process. Less

discrimination and racism here compared to homeland might be an issue among

international students. Perhaps standard of living oulweighs unpleasantness

associated with discrimination and racism. The results are not clear for couple of

reasons. First, perceptions of discrimination and racism are measured only at

post-secondary institutions. I did not ask about discrimination elsewhere in

Canada or Winnipeg. The contribution of these factors may mitigate the effect of

racism and discrimination on the decision making pïocess, but my data carurot

shed light on this. Also, I did not conduct unstructured quaiitative interviews

that focused expressly on their experiences of discrimination. This did not allow

the respondents to utilize the story telling/narrative approach that is central to

the critical race perspective. This was a significant reason why the critical race

perspective did not play a central role in the discussion of the resuits.
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Suggestions for Future Reseørch

A number of directions can be taken from this research for conducting

future research. Following the present study, a more comprehensive

examination of international students can be conducted using a iarger and

randomly-selected sample. This would give validation to the present study

considering limitations of sample size and sampling procedure. If the findings

of such sludies were similar to the findings of present study, the statements

made about the motivations for selecting Canadian post-secondary institutions

and future settlement intentions of international students could be made with

more confidence. A comparative study can be conducted involving international

sfudents from other provinces to examine to what extent settlement intentions

of the students vary by province.

Additional research can be conducted by incorporating other measurable

elements of social capital. For example, creating trust or information channel

variables by gathering more information on those can be useful. Looking at

other components of social capital such as trust, norms of reciprocily and

bounded solidariry would advance our knowledge of social capital in settlement

decisions of internationai students. A more comprehensive study of

international students can be conducted to examine whether infiuences of social
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capital vaty by ethnic group. In shorf more research can to be done on refining

the concept of social capital.

A future investigation can also refine our understanding of subtle forms

of discrimination and racism. Further advancement can be made by analyzing

experience of discrimination and racism outside the academic institutions. For

example, experience of racial discrimination at stores, workplaces and within

neighbouring communities may influence settlement decisions of international

students. More attention can be paid examining effect of discrimination and

racism in other areas related to settlement such as employment attainment and

health. A more inclusive study can be conducted considering atl the themes of

critical race theory rather than just using story-telling and narrative approach.

Developing a study that would allow the international students to be

tracked for at least one year after graduation can be prudent. It can provide an

overview of the job search strategies and employment situation of international

students after they graduate, the percentage of the students remaining in the

province and their socio-demographic characteristics. A comparative study can

also be conducted focusing on similarities and differences of international and

Canadian-born post-secondary sfudents in their fulure settlement intentions,

utilization of social capital and experiences of discrimination and racism.
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In short, this research addresses many questions but arso reaves many

unanswered. Attracting srudents to the province may become an important

issue as well as retention of locally trained, skilled international students has

implications for the economic weil-being of the province. Considering the

amount of money Manitoba spends towards the training of international

sfudents' it is the best interests of the province to ensure that these highly skilled

sfudents to stay here after they graduate.
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APPENDIX_I

Table 4.4.1: Socio-Demographic Factors Influencing Settlement Intentions of
International Students

Influential factors for the
students who wish to settle
in here

B Influential factors for the
students who are

undecided

B

Neighbourhood social capital
networks

Medium level of perceptions of
discrimination and racism

High level of perceptions of
discrimination and racism

Time of expected graduation

The most important reasons of
coming to Canada for post-
secondary education

Awareness of the International
Student Stream of the PNP

Level of education

5.1.1.7 Neighbourhood social capital
networks

0.075'È Medium level of perceptions
of discrimination and racism

0.024* High level of perceptions of
discrimination and racism

0.351 Time of expected graduation

1,7.967" The most important reasons of
coming to Canada for post-

secondary education

0.151 Awareness of the International
Student Stream of the PNP

0.135* Level of education

'18.774*

0.264

0,742

0.048n

18.330*

0.11" 1"

0.372

Wish to settle: n=25; *Significant at p < 0.L0.

Undecided: n=21; *Significant at p < 0.10.

The reference category is: No.
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APPENDIX-il

Integration and Labour Market Intentions of post-secondary Internationalstudents in Manitoba - A Manitoba Labour and Immigration survey

Instructions
This is a study of the future settlement and work intentions of international
sfudents' You will be asked questions from this questionnaire. please answeïeach question to the best of your abilify. your r"rpo.ru, wil be audio-taped foranalysis purposes' Your responses will not be judged. your responses will bekept anonymous and confidential. Any conta.i i.,r"or*ution you may leave willbe kept in a separate, Iocked filing cabinet and not linked to the data youprovide' You are free to decline to answer any question for any reason withoutexplanation' Participation in this survey is voluntary. The suïvey should take bs-65 minutes to complete.

Thank you for your participation in this survey.

]fyou have any further questions or concerns, please feel free to contact Dr.Wilkinson or Ms. Mandai.

Research Team Contact Information:

Lori Wilkinson, ph.D.
Associate Professor and Associate Head
Department of Sociology
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3T 2N2
Phone: (204) 474-B4gl
E-mail: Lori_Wilkinson@umanitoba.ca

Swati Mandal, MA
Graduate Student
Department of Sociology
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3T 2N2
E-mail: swati.mandalghosh@gmail. com
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. ,. t, ,SECTION A: ABour youÈ óuRRE¡ET scHooí' ' ', .,, 
'

I would like to ask you some questions about your education in Canada.

1. (a) Including all courses or training taken, what is the highest level of formal
education you have attained in Canada?

1. (b) Please indicate your current program of study.

2. What school do you currently attend?

3. When (yearlmonth) did you start attending this school?

4. Please indicate your student status.
[Probe: Part-time/ fu]l-time/exchange studenu are you bachelor/ masters/ ph. D. student]

5. How would you rate your academic perfoïmance at this school?

L. Very Poor
2. Poor
3. Average
4. Good
5. Excellent
8. Don't know
9. Refused

Now I would like you to think about how you compare your academic
performance to other students.

6. How do you rate your academic performance at this school as compared to:

Very Poor Average Good Excellent Don,t Refused
Poor Know

i) My grades at
previous schools.
ii) Other international
Students at this school.
iii) All other students
(excluding
intemational students
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7 . (a) IHave you received any f ellowship (s)/scholarship (s)/bursary(s) ?

L. No -------+ Go to question no. 8

2. Yes

8. Don't know 

-Þ 

Go to question no.8

9. Refused 
----+ 

Go to question no. 8

7. (b) What is the total value of your fellowship(s)/ scholarship(s) bursary(s) (in

Canadian $)?

Z. (c) Is this scholarship(s) from Canada? lpleuse select a]l that applyl

L. No, from another country
2. Yes (Please name the scholarship):

8. Don't know
9. Refused

8. In what year do you expect to complete your certificate I degreel diploma?

g. (a) Do you have any future educational plans after you complete your current

program?

1. No 

-> 

Go to question no. 10

2. Yes 

-> 

Go to question no. 9. (b)

B. Don't know 

-> 

Go to question no. 1o

9. Refused------* Go to question no. 10

9. (b) Tell me bit more about your educational plans.

9. (c) For what reason or reasons do you plan to further your education or

training in the future?

9. (d) Where do you hope to pursue your future education?
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L0. (a) PLEASE LISTEN TO THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS.
Choose the answer that best describes your feelings about receiving unfair
treatment at school as an immigrant.

All the Most Some Rar- Ne- Don't Refu-
time of the Times ely ver know sed

time
i) I enjoy my time at school in 1, 2 3 4 5 8 9

Canada.

ii) My instructors treat me 1. 2 3 4 5 8 9

fairly.

iii) My instructors treat all 1. 2 3 4 5 I 9

students equally.

iv) I get extra help from my 1, 2 3 4 5 8 9

instructors when I need it.

v) My instructors offer extra 1, 2 3 4 5 8 9

help to all students.

vi)Ifeelcomfortable 1 2 3 4 5 I 9

expressing my opinion in class.

vii)Iskipclasses. 1. 2 3 4 5 I 9

viii)Ifeelthatmyinstructors 1 2 3 4 5 8 9

treat me differently because of
my accent.

ix)Ifeelthatmyinstructors L 2 3 4 5 8 9

treat me differently because of
my skin colour.

x) I feel like an outsider at 1, 2 3 4 5 8 9

school.

xi) I feel my instructors treat me 'J. 2 3 4 5 I 9

differently because I am an

intemational student.

xii)ifeelthatmyclassmates L 2 3 4 5 I 9

respect my ethnic identity.

L0. (b) Tell me more about your experiences of discrimination and racism.
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Now I would like you to think about your overall future plans after finishing
school.

1L. What would you like to be doing 10 years from now?
[Probe: what job do you hope to be doing? What type of work?]

11. (a) Do you have knowledge of tuition income tax rebate program in
Manitoba?
1. No Go to question no. 12

2. Yes-------Þ Go to question no. 11. (b)

8. Don't know Go to question no. 12

9. Refused Go to question no. L2

11. (b) What do you know about this program?

12. Would you like to stay in Canada after graduation?

1. NO 

-Þ 

Go to question no. 12. (b)

2. Yes ---+ Go to question no. 12. (a)

3. Undecided 

-)Co 

to question no. 12. (a) and 12. (b)

9. Refused --+ Go to question no. 13

12. (a) Please tell us why you would like to stay in Canada.

12. (bl What reasons make you want to leave Canada? -----)Go ro quesrion no.15.

SECTION B: INTENTIONS OF SETTLING IN CANADA AFTER GRADUATION
Now I would likèfo ask you,some questfons.ab-ogt you¡,inte4tionq after fi4ishing school,f ,
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13. Would you like to stay in Manitoba after graduation?

1. NO -----Þ Go to quesrion no. 13. (b)

2. Yes-----Þ Go to question no. 13. (a)

3. Undecided--Þ Co to question no. 13. (a) and 13. (b)

9. Refused--ÞCo to question no. 14

13. (a) Please tell us why you would like to stay in Manitoba.

13. (b) What reasons make you want to leave Manitoba? -----Þ Go to question no. 15

L4. Wouid you like to stay in Winnipeg after graduation?

1. NO ----+ Go to question no. 14. (b)

2. YeS-_} Go to question no. 14. (a)

3. Undecided----Þ Go to question no. 14. (a)and 14. þ)
9. Refused-> Go to question no. 15

T . @) Please tellus why you would like to stay in Winnipeg.

14. (b) What reasons make you want to leave Winnipeg?

L5. Are you satisfied with your decision to attend this school?

1. No --> Go to question no. 15. (b)

2. Yes -----)Go to question no. 15. (a)

3. Undecided 
--)Go 

to question no. 15. (a) and 15. (b)

9. Refused 

-> 

Go to question no. 16
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15' (a) Why do you think that you made right decision by choosing this school?

15' (b) Please tell us why you are dissatisfied with your decision of attending this
school.

L6' Do you intend to return to your home country or move to another country
permanently? (Please specify where :_)
1. NO 

--> 
Go to question no. 16. (b)

2. YeS--) Go to qr-resrion no. 1.6. (a)

3. Undecided---¡Go to question no. 16. (a)and 16. (b)

9. Refused --Þ Go to question no. 1Z

16. (a) why do you intend on returning to your home country/new country?

16' (b) Please teil us why you do not want to return to your home country/new
country?

17.what would motivate you to settle in Canada permanently?

18. what wouid motivate you to settle in Manitoba permanently?

L9' We would like to know what would influence your motivation to stay in
winnipeg/stay in Manitoba/stay in canada/move elsewhere (select appropriate
response).
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PLEASE LISTEN TO THE FOLLOWING MOTIVATING FACTORS.
CHOOSE THE ANSWER THAT BEST DESCRIBES YOUR FEELINGS.

High
Motivation

Medium
Motivation

Low
Motivation

Don't
Know

i) A job

ii) Family reasons

iii) Better opportunities for me

iv) Better opportunities for my family

v) Better school system for chiidren

vi) Low cost of living

vii) Low tuition fees at school

viii) Other (please speci$z):

J

Ĵ

aJ

Ĵ

a

õJ

aJ

J

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1.

7

1,

7

1.

1,

1

7

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

,... t.. t . .

.-'i,'SEc1IoNC-:SCHooLHISToRY.ôÙr'sr.pECAÑAD-Now I would like to learn about your schooling prior t" .""ú;;ìo curr"au.

20' What is the highest level of formal education you attained outside of Canada?
[Probe: (a) Indicate name of degree or diploma o¡ certificate. (b) Wnat was the major field of study or

specialization for your highest level of education attained outside Canada (c) Whut wu, the language ofinstruction of your highest level of education attained outside Canada (d) In what country did"you attainthis education?l

21. Did you hold a paid job prior coming to Canada?

1. No ------Þ Go to section E

2. Yes 
--->Go to questio n22. (a)

9. Refused-Þ Go to section E
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THINKING ABOUT THE LAST JOB YOU HELD IMMEDIATELY
BEFORE YOU CAME TO CANADA:

22. (al Did you work full-time or part-time?

1. Part-time
2. Full-time
8. Don't know
9. Refused

22. (b) What was your position?

22. (c) What was your job description?

Now I woùid:tikè,to,ask,yoù áboút,yes¡ decísio-ns:to come to Canada,,,:.,r'

22. (d\ In what country did you work just before coming to Canada?

23. \tVhy did you choose to come to Canada for higher education?

23. (a) Which one of these reasons would you say is the main reason for staying
in Canada?

24.What are the main reasons you choose to come to Manitoba?

24. (a) What was the most important reason for coming to Manitoba?

25. What were the main reasons you choose to attend UofM?
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25. (a) What was the most important reason for you to choose your post-

secondary educational institution?

26.Dið.you apply to any other Canadian schools?

L. No --------Þ Go to question no. 29

2. Yes

8. Don't know
9. Refused

27.How many schools did you aPply to including UofM?

28. Were you accePted by any other Canadian schools beside the one you are

currently attending?

L. NO ---* Go to question no. 29

2. Yes

8. Don't know
9. Refused

28. (a) How many schools were you accepted by excluding UofM?

28. (b) Why did you not choose those schools?

29. What school(s) have you attended in Canada other than UofM?

30. Did you apply to schools in other

countries?
L. NO 

-> 

Go to question no. 31

2. Yes

30. (a) Please name the countries'

8, Don't know 

-> 

Go to question no' 31

9. Refused Go to question no' 31

30. (b) If you got admission in schools from other countries, please tell us your

reasons for not attending those schools?
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31.. PLEASE LISTEN TO THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS.
CHOOSE THE ANSWER THAT BEST DESCRIBES YOUR FEELINGS.

Alt Most About Few None Don't Ref-
of of half of of Know used

them them of them them
them

i)Ofthepeoplewhomcould S 4 3 2 1 g g

you ask for help, how many
are members of your family
or those of your spouse's
familyl or those of your
common-law partner's
family?
ii)Icanaskforhelpfrommy S 4 g Z 1 I g

relatives in Winnipeg.
iii)Ofthepeoplewhom 5 4 3 2 1 8 g

could you ask for help, how
many are friends?
iv)Icanaskforhelponly 5 4 3 2 1 I g

from my ethnic friends in
Winnipeg.
v)Icanaskforhelponly 5 4 3 Z 1 8 9
from my non-visible minority
friends in Winnipeg.
vi)Ofthepeoplewhom 5 4 3 Z 1 I 9
could you ask for help, how
many are co-workers in
Winnipeg (if applicable)?
vii)Jcanaskforhelponly 5 4 3 Z 1 8 g

from my ethnic co-workers (if
applicable).
viii)Icanaskforhelponly S 4 3 2 1 I g

from my non-visible minority
co-workers (if applicable).
ix)Ofthepeoplewhomcould 5 4 Z Z 1 8 g

you ask for help, how many
are neighbours?
x)Icanaskforhelponlyfrom 5 4 3 Z 1 8 g

my ethnic neighbours.
xi)Icanaskforhelponly S 4 B 2 1 8 g

from my non-visible minority
neighbours.
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32. What kind of help do you expect to receive from all these sources?

33. Of the [question no. 30ì people from whom you could ask for help, how
many of them would you say you feel emotionally close to? By close, I mean with
whom you feel comfortable talking about personal matters.

34. Are you satisfied with this number of people with whom you feel
emotionally close?

1. Highly unsatisfied 

-> 

Go to question no.34. (b)

2. Unsatisfied-------¡ Go to question no.34. (b)

3. Neither satisfied nor'dissatisfied satisfied---Þ Go ro question no. 34. (a)

4. Satisfied Go to question no. 34. (a)

5. Highly satisfied-Þ Go to question no.34. (a)

8. DOn,t knOW___¡ Go to question no.35

9. Refused Go to question no.35

3a. 6) Why are you satisfied?

34. (b) Why are you unsatisfied?

35. Now we would like you to think about the help you get from different
people and when do you get help from them.
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PLEASE LISTEN TO THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS.
CHOOSE THE ANSWER THAT BEST DESCRIBES YOUR FEELINGS.

All the Most Some Rarely Never Don't Refu-
time of the Times know sed

time
i)Immediatefamily 5 4 3 2 1 8 9

members

ii)Relatives 5 4 3 2 1 I 9

iii)Ethnicfriends 5 4 3 2 L 8 9

iv)Non-visible 5 4 3 2 1 8 9

minority friends

v)ethnicneighbours 5 4 3 2 1 I 9

vi)Non-visible 5 4 3 2 1 8 9

minority neighbours.

vii)Ethnicco-workers 5 4 3 2 1 8 9

(if applicable)

viii)Non-visible 5 4 3 2 1 8 9

minority co-workers (if
applicable).

ix)Others:Please 5 4 3 2 1 8 9

soecifv

36. Thinking about the hetp you receive from all sources, from where and whom
did yOU get help? [Probe: (a) family members (b) relatives (c) ethnic peers (d)White friends (e) ethnic

neighbours (f) White European neighbours (g) ethnic co-workers (h) White co-workers (i) Other, please

specifyl

What kind of help did they give you? [Probe: (a) language help (b) advice/counseling (c)

information (d) transportation (e) legal help (f) child care etc.l

36.(a) Now we would like to ask question about your experiences of community
support.

PLEASE LISTEN TO THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS.
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CHOOSE THE ANSWER THAT BEST DESCRIBES YOUR FEELINGS.

Alt Most Some Rar- Ne- Don't Refu-
the of the Times ely ver know sed

time time
Thinking about the people,
you receive support from,
please rank your feelings on a
scale of 1-5 of the following
people.
i)Ethnicfriends 5 4 3 2 1" 8 9

ii)Non-ethnicfriends 5 4 3 2 1 8 9

iii)Instructors 5 4 3 2 1 8 9

iv)Ethnicco-workers(if 5 4 3 2 1 I 9

applicable)

v)Non-ethnicco-workers(if 5 4 3 2 1 8 9

applicable)

vi)Neighbours 5 4 3 2 1 8 9

Thinking about the people and
their monetary stafus, you
receive support from please
rank your feeling on a scale of
1.-5 of following people.
vii)Ethnicpeerswhohave 5 4 3 2 1 8 9

more money

viii)Non-ethnicpeerswho 5 4 3 2 1 I 9

have more money

ix)Ethnicpeerswhohaveless 5 4 3 2 L 8 9

or no money

x)Non-ethnicpeerswhohave 5 4 3 2 1 B 9

Iess or no money

xi)Ifeelmorecomfortable 5 4 3 2 1 B g

interacting with friends from
my own ethnic group.

xii)Ifeelmorecomfortable 5 4 3 2 1. 8 9

interacting with friends who
are not member of my own
ethnic group,

37.Do you trust the people who try to heip you?
L. NO 

-> 

Go to question no. 32. (a)
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2. Yes 

-Þ 

Go to question no.37. (b)

8. Don't know------þ Go to question no. 38

9. Refused---Þ Go to question no.38

37. (a) Please tell me the reasons why do not you trust the people who try help

you?

37. (b) Who do you trust the most?

37. (cl Who do you trust the least?

37. (d) Please tell me why you lrust them.

38. Do you think you are obliged to help those persons who have helped you?

1. NO-ÞGo to question. no.38. (b)

2. Yes 
----Þ 

Go to question. no. 38. (a)

8. Don't know----¡ Go to question. no.39

9. Refused--ÞGo to qr.restion. no.39

38. (a) Why?

38. (b) Why not?

39. Can the people who have helped you exPect help from you?

1. NO 

-> 

Go to question. no.39. (a)

2. Yes 
----Þ 

Go to question. no 39. (b)

8. Don't know------) Go to section G

9. Refused ------* Go to Section G

3g. (a) why do you think that people should not expect any help from you?

39. (b) Why do you think that people should expect help from yov?
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, , SECTION:G: ,' KNOWLEDGE OF GOV¡niWfei.qT PROGRAMS
Now,{ *ou1d tit e tô qòk.yù sóme questions about the immigration,systeni in Canada.

40. Do you know that Manitoba has a Provincial Nomination Program?

L. No ---------> Go to question no.43

2. Yes Go to question no. 40

8. Don't know---------Þ Go to question no.43

9. Refused Go to question no. 43

40. Please tell us what you know about this program.

4L. How did you learn about this program? ¡Pleuse select all that applyl

1.. Online
2. Friends
3. Relatives

4. Provincial Nomination Program office in Winnipeg
5. Other (please specify):
8. Don't know
9. Refused

42. Please tell us your opinion about this program.

43. Do you have knowledge of international student stream in PNP?
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L. No Go to question no.44

2. Yes-------Þ Go to question no. 43. (a),43. (b), and 43. (c)

8. Don't know 
-----Þ 

Go to question no. 44

9. Refused-----Þ Go to question no 44

a3. (a) How did you come to know about this stream? ¡Pleute select all that applyl

L. Online
2. Friends
3. Relatives
4. Provincial Nomination Program office in Winnipeg
5. Other (please specify):
8. Don't know
9. Refused

43. (b) Please tell us what do you know about the criteria of international student

stream in PNP.

a3. (c) Please tell us your opinion or thoughts about this stream.

44. Please teli us what are the challenges do you expect to face regarding settling in

Manitoba.
[Probe: Challenges towards finding suitab]e job/Challenges to look for immigration/Financial

challenges/Challenges towards communication/Chaltenges towards finding an accommodation/Others]

a5. (a) Why?
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45. (b) Do you have knowledge about the post-graduate work permit program
in Manitoba?

1. No -------Þ Go to question no.46

2. YeS---------Þ Go to question no. 45. (a)

8. Don't know--------j> Go to question no. 46

9. RefuSed-----+ Go to question no 46

45. (c) Please tell us what do you know about the program.

46. We would like to know if you had advice for the government of Manitoba
with regard to any other programs or services they could offer to international
students coming to Canada.

47.Do you know that the Citizenship and Immigration Canada has introduced a

new immigration class created the Canadian Experience Class to make the
immigration process easier for international students?

L. No --------* Go to question no.51

2, YeS--------|Go to question no. 48

8. DOn't knOW--) Go to question no.51

9. Refused Go to question no. 51

48. Please tell us what you know about this program.

49. How did you learn about this program? [Please select al] that applyl

1. Online
2. Friends
3. Relatives
4. Provincial Nomination Program office in Winnipeg
5. Other (please specify):
8. Don't know
9. Refused
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50. Please tell us your opinion about this program.

.,SECTION H¡:INFORMATIONABOUT,RESPONDENT','' :',

finatty,,t,tike ió ask¡)aou some:questions for statistical purpryr.' '

5L. Gender: [Do not ask]

L. Male 2. Femaie

52. What is your date of birth (vvvv¡vwno)?

53. In what month and year did you arrive in Canada (MM iyyyy)?

54. What is your country of origin?

55. What is your ethnic background (indicate all)?

56. What is your marital status? --------+ If single, go to question no. 57

56. (a) Does your spouse or common-law partner live in Winnipeg with you?

l-. No 
-----} 

Go to question no.56. (b) and 56. (c)

2. Yes 
---) Go to question no.56. (b) and 56. (c)

9. Refused--------+ Go to question no. 57

56. (b) Does he/she go to any school in Manitoba?

L. No
2. Yes

8. Don't know
9. Refused

56. (c) Does your spouse/common-law partner works in Manitoba?

L. No
2. Yes

8. Don't know
9. Refused

57. What is your program of entry in Canada (immigration class)?
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58. Do you have a job in Winnipeg?
1. NO --------+ Go to question no.58. (a)

2. Yes---_þ Go to question no. 58. (b)

8. Don't know------3> Go to question no. 59

9. Refused--------ÞGo to question no. 59

58. (a) What are the reasons you do not work? Go to question no. 59

58. (b) How many job(s) do you have?.

58. (c) Please tell us about the job(s) you have currently.

58. (d) What is/are your position(s) at work?

58. (e) Please tell us what best describes your work situation(s)? ¡lteuse select all that

aPPlYl

1. Summer only
2. Temporary
3. Contract
4. Occasional

5. Part-time
6. Full-time
7. Other (Please specify):
8. Don't know
9. Refused

59. Are you aware that you can work off campus?

L. No
2. Yes

8. Don't know

9. Refused

60. What is your gross family income (in Canadian dollars)?
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6L. Who do you currently live with in your place of residence ? ¡rtease serecr att that appry.l

1. Roommates
2. Parents

3. Spouse

4. Children
5. Other (Please specify):
9. Refused

62. What is the main language, other than Englisku do you speak and understand?

63. Please rate your English abilities.

Very Well Manageable/ Poor Very Don't Refused

well Moderate Poor Know

i)Speaking5432189
ii)Read 5 4 3 2 1 8 9

iii)Write 5 4 3 2 1 8 9

64. Have you taken or presently taking "any otherf any" English Language

training? [Ask if applicable]

L. NO 

---> 
Go to question no.65

2.Yes, currently-Þ Go to question no. 64. (a)

3. Yes, finish English language training--Þ Go to question no. 64. (a)

8. Don't know---Ì Go to question no.65

9. Refused-ÞGo to question no.65

64. (a) How has your English language training helped you in your day-today

Iife?

65. What language(s) do you sPeak most often at home?

1. English
2. French
3. Other (Please specify):

8. Don't know
9. Refused
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66. How would you rate your abilities in a language other than English lirappticaute¡?

Very Well Manageable/ Poor Very Don't Refused

well Moderate poor Know

Speaking54321B9
Reading5432189
Writing5432189

67, Are you currently sponsoring or do you intend to sponsor "anyone

else/anyone" to come to Canada?

l-. NO Go to question no. 67. (b)

2.Yes, in the past--------þ Go to question no. 67. (a)

3. Yes, in the future 

-þ 

Go to question no. 67. (a)

8. Don,t knOw_____}> Go to question no. 67. (b)

9. Refused -------| Go to qr-restion no. 67. (b)

67. (al Can you tell me a bit more about the sponsoring process?

[Probe: Who are you sponsoring?/ how are they related to you?/ where are they living now?]

67. (bl Do you aware about your opportunities of bringing your family members

in Canada?

L . No -------* Thank the respondent for participating in the survey

2. Yes-------3>Go to question no. 67. (c)

8. DOn't knOW 

-> 

Thank the respondent for parficipating in the survey

9. RefUSed -----+ Thank the respondent for participating in the survey

67. (cl. P1ease tell us what you know about bringing you family member in

Canada.

68. Would you consider staying in Manitoba if you know that the province might

assist you in sponsoring these individuals?
1. No
2. Yes

3. Undecided
9. Refused
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APPENDIX_ilI

U r: I \¡ [: lì.51 1'Y

or |o'{ Å }: I '} O 1,1 ir

Consent Form: International Students

Settlement Intentions of Post-secondary International Students in Manitoba

principal Researcher: Swati Mandal, Graduate Student, Department of Sociology

3 1 9D Isbister Building Email : ummanda2 @cc.umanitoba' ca

Wiå si
rà tll *s

@

Associate Professor and Associate Head, Dept. of Sociology

This consent form is a part of the process of informed consent and a copy should be kept for

your own records. This form gives you basic information of what your participation involves' If
you would like to have more detailed infomation of the research project or something

mentioned here, you should feel free to ask. Please take time to read the form carefully to ensure

that you have an understanding of the information described'

Purpose

Every yeaÍ, asignificant number of international students from various parts of the world come

to Canada to pursue their post-secondary education. ln 2006, 61,703 students entered Canada on

student visas. Approximately 1,500 international students came to Manitoba for their advanced

studies and 80% of them live in Winnipeg. This research aims at identifying primary motivations

of intemational students to come to CanadaÀ4anitoba/Winnipeg for attending post-secondary

education. A total of21-30 international students, those are currently enrolled at post-secondary

schools in Winnipeg, are interviewed. This study investigates the factors that affect international

students' decisions to stay, work, and settle in Manitoba/C anada. The study also reveals the

depth of international students' knowledge of Canada's immigration policies and Manitoba

Provincial Nomination Program'

You are being invited to particip ate trt aface-to-face interview. However, your participation is

STRICTLY voluntary. If you agree to take part in this research, you will be requested to answer

a few questions but are free to decline to answer any question for any reason'

This research is conducted for the partial fulfillment of my master's program in the department

of Sociology at the University of Manitoba under the supervision of Dr. Lori Wilkinson'

Thesis Adviser: Dr. Lori Wilkinson,
331 Isbister Building
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Procedure

You have been contacted to participate in this research because you are an international student

attending post-secondary education at the University of Manitoba and you have responded to the

advertisement about this study.

If you agree to participate in this research, a face-to-face interview of 55-65minutes will be

conducted. The interview will be arranged at a mutually agreeable location and time. The

meeting will be audio-taped with your permission. You will be asked questions about your

decision to study in Canada and to settle here upon graduation. These questions will include

your school experiences, experiences of discrimination (if any), your social networks, and some

basic demographic questions for statistical purposes. The responses will be analyzed statistically

but no identifying information will be used. Your long answers will be used to contextualize the

statistical results.

Risks

There is no anticipated physical or psychological risk involved in this study. Should you decline

to participate, your access to employment, settlement and/or counseling services, academic

grades, andlor legal rights will not be affected in any way now or in the future if you decline to

answer question(s). You are free to decline to answer any question for any reason without

explanation at any time of the interview process. Please indicate if you feel that a question is

sensitive and you do not want the specific information to be disclosed. Confidentiality will be

ensured in the following ways:

o Your name and contact information will only be included in the signed consent form,

and the forms will be stored in a locked office at the University of Manitoba.

o Your name, postal address, and/or email address will not be recorded in the interview

transcriptions.

o Any identifying information will be removed from transcriptions.

ø Datawill be analyzed and presented as a group. Your information will not be "singled-

out".

c Data will be kept in the researcher's office in a secure cabinet and only accessible to the

researcher and the master's thesis adviser,

e Audio-recordings will be destroyed once transcriptions have been made.

e Data will be destroyed upon completion of this project or no later than December 2010.

Direct Benefits

There are no direct benefits for your parlicipation in this research project.

Costs and Compensation

There is no cost to you for participating in this project and there will be no compensation.
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Questions
Please contact Swati Mandal (contact information above) about any questions you may have

about this project. You may also contact her master's thesis adviser Lori Wilkinson (contact

information above).

Consent

Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood the infomation regarding

participation to your satisfaction and agree to participate in the research project as a subject. In

no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the researchers, sponsors, or involved

institutions from their legal and professional responsibilities. You are free to withdraw from the

study at anytime of this interview session. You have every right not to answer any question.

Your continued participation should be as informed as your initial consent, so, you should feel

free to ask for clarification or ne\ry information throughout the study. You will be provided a

summary of the findings if you express your interest to have that.

This research has been approved by the Psychology/Sociology Research Ethics Board. Ifyou
have any concems or complaints about this project, you may contact any of the above-named

persons or the P/SREB

this consent fom has been given to you to keep f'or your record and reference

. A copy of

S ignature of Parlicipant Date

Printed Name of Research Participant

Interviewer' s Si grrature Date

Printed Name of Interviewer

I consent to having this

No( )

Yes( )

interview audio-recorded:
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I am interested in obtaining a summary of the findings from this research project:

No( )

Yes ( ): if yes, how would you like to receive the results?

By email ( ) Please provide email address:

By surface mail ( ) Please provide mailing address:

A summary of the research findings will be provided to you upon completion of thesis or before

December 2009.
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APPENDIX-IV

Contact Information Incase of Distress
l. Student Counselíng and Career Centre
4T4University Centre
University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, MB R3T 2N2
Phone: (204) 474-8592
Fax: (204) 474-7558

Drop-In Times for Regular Session (September - April):
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday
9:30 am - 11:00 am
1:30 pm - 3:00 pm
Wednesdays
1:30 pm - 3:00 pm

Drop-In Times for Summer Session May - August):

Phone: (204) 474-8592

2. Kliníc Community Health Centre
870 Portage Avenue, Winnipeg, MB R3G 0P1

Phone: (204)784-4090
Fax: (204) 712-7998

Drop-In Times for Central/Downto\ryn Location

545 Broadway, Winnipeg, MB R3C 0W3
Mondays & Wednesdays Noon - 7:00 Pm
Tuesdays, Fridays & Saturdays Noon - 4:00 pm

Drop-In Times for Transcona/River East/Elmwood Location

845 Regent Avenue West, Winnipeg, MB R2C 349
Tuesdays Noon - 7:00 pm

Drop-In Phone: (204) 784-4067

3. Internationøl Centre for Student
541 University Centre
University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, MB R3T 2N2

Phone: (204) 474-8501
Fax: (204) 474-8501
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APPENDß._V

PARTICIPANTS REQUIRET} FOR A
RESEARGI-I STUDY

I am conducting a study about future settlement and work intentions of

international students in Manitoba. This research is conducted for the

partial fulfillment of my master's program in the department of Sociology

at the University of Manitoba under the supervision of Dr. Lori Wilkinson.

I am looking for international students aged 18 years and older, studying in

University of Manitoba, and staying in Canada on Visitor Visa or Student Visa.

lf you agree to participate, you will be asked to participate in a face-to-face

interview wíth me. lt will take 55-65minutes and will be audio-taped with

your permission. The interview will be arranged at a mutually agreeable

location and time. You will be asked questions about your decision to study

in Canada and to settle here upon graduation. Some basic demographic

questions will also be asked for statistical purposes. You will be asked to

sigh in a consent form which will be provided at the meeting. All the

information you provide will be kept anonymous and confidential. There is

no cost to you for participating in this project and there will be no

compensation.

lf you are interested in participating, please contact Swati Mandal at:

ummanda2@cc. umanitoba.ca

For any further concerns or questions, please feel free to contact, Dr. Lori

Wilkinson at the Sociology Department, University of Manitoba.
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